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General Abstract
The diversity of animal communication systems reflects the complex interaction between
social context, receiver sensory systems and the signalling environment. Environmental
conditions in which animals communicate are not constant, and the ambient background
noise present in a specific environment can affect the quality and effectiveness of signals,
which in turn can affect the evolutionary direction of behaviour. Therefore, studies that
incorporate knowledge of the environment are crucial for understanding animal
communication systems. Considerable progress has been made in areas of acoustic and
colour signals following this philosophy. However, our understanding of movement-based
signals and its associated background noise in this regard remain rudimentary. One of the
reasons for this is due to the technical difficulties in quantifying motion signals and motion
noise in sufficient detail in nature. As the primary source of noise for movement-based
signal communication, plant movement has proven to be difficult to examine in a
controlled, systematic way. Therefore, to explore motion ecology in more detail, I have
focussed on developing an innovative technique that utilises real signal and habitat data to
simulate realistic 3D animal models and virtual habitats. The use of a virtual lab allows for
systematic measurements of how habitat characteristics, weather conditions and motion
vision influence the efficacy of movement-based signalling
The Australian dragons (family Agamidae) are well known for their complex motion
displays and wide range of habitat types, which makes them the ideal system to explore
relevant questions in motion ecology. In chapter 2, using the Jacky dragon Amphibolurus
muricatus and its microhabitat as a model, I have laid out a roadmap on the construction
and animation process for building realistic 3D models, and demonstrated the ability to
achieve systematic manipulations of environmental variables as well as the signalling
sequence within a virtual habitat. I have also provided additional insights into how 3D
environmental reconstruction could be used as a test bed for other topics in the field of
motion ecology.
iv

Using the same simulated Jacky dragon and its virtual habitat, I quantified in detail
(Chapter 3) the relevance of environmental changes for motion signal efficacy, and explored
the potential benefit of changing signalling structure and behaviour. My results highlighted
the interactive effect of wind conditions, intensity of dappled light, signaller orientation and
thresholds for receiver responses on movement-based signal effectiveness. To explore how
different habitat structures and image motion environments influence the efficacy of
movement-based signals, I extended the 3D animation approach further by building three
additional lizard models featuring distinctive motor patterns as well as microhabitat
structures (chapter 4). I assessed the effectiveness of each signal on their own as well as
habitats of each of the other species. While all four signals are constrained by the most
vegetated habitat with potentially higher levels of environmental noise, the signal adapted
to this environment does not show an advantage in signal efficacy compared to signals from
less vegetated habitats. I highlight the importance of signal plasticity and signal function in
understanding signal evolution.
My thesis presents an innovative approach to understanding animal communication.
I have provided new insight into movement-based signalling of lizards, but suggest it has
broader application to understand the visual (motion) ecology of animals. Topics such as,
habitat modifications through natural disasters and consequences of community visual
signalling in other animal systems can all benefit from 3D simulations. With this thesis, I
encourage others to take a new look into how 3D environmental reconstructions could be
used for other topics in the field of animal behaviour.
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Chapter 1 | General Introduction

ANIMAL COMMUNICATION
Animal communication is an important area of animal behaviour research that has long
attracted the attention of biologists. The signals animals use to communicate encode crucial
information in diverse contexts including mate choice (How et al. 2008), opponent
assessment (Ramos and Peters 2016), foraging (Watt et al. 1999) and antipredator
behaviour (Rundus et al. 2007). The diverse channels through which animals communicate,
encompassing chemical (Atema 1994), acoustic (Lengagne and Slater 2002), electric
(Gabbiani et al. 1996), optical (Fleishman and Persons 2001)and tactile modalities (Narins
1990), provide abundant avenues for signalling and animals have evolved fascinating ways
to convey information. From signals that are obvious to human observers, like the elaborate
tail feathers of peacocks (Pavo cristatus: Loyau et al. 2005) and remarkable acoustic mimicry
by lyrebirds (Menura novaehollandiae: Dalziell and Magrath 2012), to the ones that are
harder for us to detect or even outside our own species’ sensory capabilities, for instance,
the specialised UV perceptions in honey bees (Apis sp.: Chittka et al. 1994) and discrete
pulses of electric discharge that some fish utilise to communicate in aquatic environments
(Gabbiani et al. 1996), the study of animal communication strategies has led to significant
progress in the understanding of sensory system function, evolution and speciation
(Kirkpatrick 1982, Endler 1987, Fleishman 1988b, Ord et al. 2001).
The study of animal signals is also a particularly useful system within which to
understand sensory and environmental constraints on behaviour, as signals have evolved to
be effective in the environment in which they are emitted. The diversity we see today in
animal communication systems reflects the complex interaction between social context,
receiver sensory systems and the signalling environment (Ryan et al. 1990, Endler 1992, Ord
et al. 2002). The process of communication starts when a sender transmits a signal to a
receiver, which in turn influences the receiver’s immediate or subsequent behaviours (Wiley
1994). To be evolutionarily viable, the signal generated must carry information relevant to a
specific context (Blumstein and Armitage 1997, Ord et al. 2001) and must be able to be
processed by the receiver’s sensory system (Endler 1992, 1993, Fleishman 1992). Many
studies on animal communication, especially in areas of sexual displays, have investigated
which information is encoded in a given signal and how this information is used by
receivers; but these are not the only crucial steps in communication. Before a signal reaches
2
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the intended receiver(s), it must travel through ecologically complex environments (Ryan et
al. 1990). The detectability of signals is thus constrained by the structure of microhabitats
because the transmission properties of a given habitat affect how a signal can travel through
a given area. For instance, the propagation of passerine songs is reduced in densely
vegetated habitats (Morton 1975), and lower light levels decrease the active space of visual
signals in species of iguanian lizards (Ord et al. 2002a). The sensory drive model of signal
evolution suggests that signal structure is directly influenced by ecological conditions
(Endler and McLellan 1988, Endler 1992), promoting signal diversity as a consequence of
adaptive divergence in signalling traits (Paterson 1985, Marchetti 1993). This is nicely
illustrated by population differences in song structure of many bird species. For instance, in
great tits (Parus major), forest populations sings with a lower maximum frequency,
narrower frequency range and fewer notes per phrase than woodland population (Hunter
and Krebs 1979), populations of black birds (Turdus merula) occupy urban areas have songs
with lower frequencies and longer intervals between songs compare to their forest
conspecifics (Nemeth et al. 2013), and urban silvereyes (Zosterops lateralis) produce songs
with higher frequencies and fewer syllables than rural populations (Potvin et al. 2011).
Divergence in signal structure due to habitat differences has been reported in calling
behaviours of anuran populations (Ryan et al. 1990), colour-based communication in lizard
populations (Anolis cristatellus: Leal and Fleishman 2004), and even closely related insect
species utilizing seismic communication strategies (Enchenopa binotata: McNett and Cocroft
2008). Observations such as these support the notion that natural selection will favour
signalling behaviour that maximises signalling efficacy (Endler 1992, 1993, Fleishman 1992),
and the most effective signal is likely to be different across habitat types (Wiley 1982).
Environmental conditions in which animals communicate are not constant, meaning
that signal efficacy can also be affected by moment-to-moment variation in the signalling
environment. Environmental noise generated through stochastic events in the signalling
environment is another important constraint on signal transmission (Fleishman 1986,
Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005, Witte et al. 2005). Noise can be considered to be any
irrelevant sensory stimulation generated in the same modality as the signal arising from
biotic and abiotic sources, such as calls of conspecifics signalling at the same time and
sounds generated by rain or water flow in the habitat, respectively. The effect of
3
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environmental noise has been documented across a wide range of signal modalities,
including acoustic (tawny owls, Strix aluco: Lengagne and Slater 2002), visual (crested anole,
Anolis cristatellus: Fleishman and Persons 2001), seismic (order: Anura, Narins 1990),
electrical (Eigenmannia sp.: Gabbiani et al. 1996) and chemosensory communication
systems (American lobsters, Homarus americanus: Atema 1995). As environmental noise
competes with signals for the limited sensory capacity, animals need to ignore or filter out
irrelevant sensory stimulation in order to maximise efficacy and avoid sensory overload
(Fleishman 1986, Peters 2008, Wiley 2015). As humans, we have all experienced how a noisy
environment can lead to a reduction in our capacity to accurately perceive and process
acoustic information. In the same way, noise in non-human animal communication systems
may lead to errors by receivers in various contexts such as foraging (Purser and Radford
2011), predator avoidance (Owings and Leger 1980), agonistic interactions (Caldwell et al.
2010), and reproductive behaviour (Gerhardt 1991, Wiley 2013). Consequently, animals
have evolved remarkable ways to enhance the efficacy of their signals by adjusting their
signalling strategies. Male katydids (Neoconocephalus spiza), for instance, will alter their
timing of signalling in the presence of sympatric congeners (Greenfield 1988), and European
robins (Erithacus rubecula) sing more often during the night in areas with increased daytime
urban noise (Fuller et al. 2007). The frog Rana taipehensis is known to cease calling during
automobile noise but increase calling rate during aircraft noise. This interesting calling
behaviour is related to a reduction in noise from other species signalling in the same area,
as they stop calling under increased aircraft noise (Sun and Narins 2005). Both
circumstances represent periods of anthropogenic noise, but the structure of noise dictates
the optimal strategy. In the case of Rana taipehensis, males modify signal structure to
produce a series of repetitive short-noted calls to contrast with anthropogenic noise (Sun
and Narins 2005). Animals are also known to increase the signal to noise ratio by increasing
the frequency and amplitude of their signals. This behaviour is well documented in many
songbirds whereby increasing amplitude enhances the chance of being detected in noisy
conditions (Potash 1972, Cynx et al. 1998). Similar strategies are also employed by animals
that utilise movement as a signalling strategy. The Australian Jacky dragon (Amphibolurus
muricatus) for instance, will lengthen the duration of introductory tail flicking during windy
conditions (Peters et al. 2007), and certain species of Anolis lizards will increase movement
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speed to contrast with increased vegetation movements in the background (Ord et al.
2007).
Movement-based animal signals
Movement is a salient feature of many environments and, not surprisingly, is utilised by
animals for communication. Movement-based signals are utilised in many important social
contexts, such as territorial defence (Peters and Ord 2003), mate attraction (How et al.
2008) and antipredator signalling (Rundus et al. 2007). They are also used by a wide range of
animals, from mammals (e.g. ground squirrels, Spermophilus beecheyi: Rundus et al. 2007;
Thomson’s gazelles, Eudorcas thomsonii: Caro 1995), birds (e.g. superb lyrebird, M.
novaehollandiae: Dalziell and Magrath 2012), to reptiles (e.g. Anolis sp.: Ord 2008) dragon
lizards, Agamidae sp.: Ramos and Peters 2016) and invertebrates (e.g. fiddler crabs, Uca sp.:
How et al. 2009) jumping spiders, Habronattus dossenus: Elias et al. 2006). As with other
types of signals, movement-based signals are diverse. For example, the simple up and down
motion of the claw by fiddler crabs exhibits structural variation within and between
populations due to tidal cycle (Crane 1975), age (Hyatt 1977), ambient temperature
(Doherty 1982), receiver distance (How et al. 2008), as well as individual identity,
geographic location, and social context (How et al. 2007, 2009). In addition, the up-anddown movement of the head (head-bob) generated by many lizards, and the extent of other
forms of body movement, varies between signalling distance, individuals, sexes and
populations (e.g. Ferguson 1971, Martins 1993, Martins et al. 1998).
Recently, research on lizard signals has focussed on how movement-based signals
vary in response to ecological factors. To date, much of the knowledge on movement-based
signals has centred around the Iguanidae families and Caribbean lizards from the genus
Anolis. The highly stereotypical displays used during courtship interactions (Jenssen 1970)
and territorial defence (Carpenter 1978) varies among populations and species, which
makes them an ideal system to examine evolutionary constraints on signal designs. Bloch
and Irschick (2006) identified differences in the stereotypical head-bob display between two
populations of green anole, Anolis carolinensis, and revealed population divergence is a
result of male density and differences in habitat continuity. Convergence in display duration
and territorial signal structure in many Anolis species are found to be related to perch
height, habitat visibility and male-male territory overlap (Johnson et al. 2010). Indeed, the
5
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evolution of complex display patterns in many iguanian lizards are influenced by ecological
factors such as vegetation density, home range, diet and arboreal life style (Ord et al.
2002a). There is also growing interest into the study of movement-based signals in
Australian lizard species, especially in the family Agamidae, with over half of the described
species known to use movement-based displays featuring multiple motor patterns (Gibbons
1977, Peters et al. 2002, Ramos and Peters 2016). Recent studies by Ramos and Peters
2017a, b) have described local adaptation in terms of motion speed profiles produced by
two sympatric lizard species Ctenophorus caudicinctus and Gowidon longirostris, as well as
structural differences between allopatric populations of Jacky dragon, A muricatus, which
can be attributed to variation in the signalling environment. Clearly, the movement-based
signals of lizards are constrained by the environment, and knowledge of the different
signalling environments will be of fundamental importance to explaining signal structure
and habitat selection by animals.
One of the major ecological constraints for movement-based signals are windinduced plant movements (Fleishman 1988a, 1988 b, Ord et al. 2007, Peters et al. 2007).
The effect of plant motion on movement-based signals is becoming increasingly clear.
Fleishman (1986) has led the way in understating the potential masking effect of plant
motion. By simulating motion noise using moving plants in the background, he showed that
eliciting orienting responses in Anolis auratus towards salient territorial displays is largely
hindered by plant movements that move at similar frequencies to the display. In a similar
study, Peters (2008) showed that orienting toward a flicking tail by Jacky dragons (A.
muricatus) was delayed in conditions of greater plant motion. Clearly, plant motion
interferes with detection of movement-based signal, and the importance of this masking
effect is evident in the behavioural adjustments by signallers. Ord et al. (2007) showed
correlative evidence that Puerto Rican anoles, Anolis cristatellus and A. gundlachi, change
the speed of their visual displays in environments in response to changing levels of motion
noise. Concurrent research in Jacky dragons (A. muricatus) provided experimental evidence
for animals modifying signal structure, in this case producing prolonged intermittent tail
flicking in conditions with greater plant motion noise (Peters et al. 2007). Furthermore, the
exaggerated introductory push-ups in the yellow-chinned anole, A. gundlachi, has been
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reported to function as a facultative alerting component, which significantly shortened
detection times in adverse signalling condition (Ord and Stamps 2008).
The above studies demonstrated that plant motion noise affects movement-based
signalling behaviour such that moment-to-moment adjustments in signalling strategies
represent a form of behavioural plasticity to maintain signal efficacy (Komers 1997, Ord et
al. 2015). But how do we understand the evolutionary process of signal strategies for
offsetting the masking effect of plant motion noise? As illustrated in acoustic studies, to
understand the circumstances that have led to the evolution of specific designs in animal
communication signals, we need to consider signals in the context of relevant noise (Morton
1975, Marten et al. 1977). Therefore, within the context of movement-based signals, we
must consider plant motion in detail. Fleishman (1988a) provided the first evidence that the
movement of plants varied as a function of species and prevailing wind conditions by
characterising the movement of single blades of grass. Later studies have extended
Fleishman’s early work by analysing the motion of whole plants (Peters and Evans 2003a)
and microhabitats (Peters et al. 2008). Both studies confirmed that plant species differ in
their movement characteristics and pointed out the importance of considering the masking
effect of plant movement under prevailing environmental conditions. However, quantifying
movement-based signals and the relevant plant motion noise in a meaningful way is
technically challenging; this is probably why it remains an underappreciated area in animal
communication literature.

METHODS TO STUDY ANIMAL COMMUNICATION
For decades, researchers have been developing techniques to quantify signals and untangle
the causal mechanisms for behaviour. Our understanding of signal components and the
process of signal production has benefitted from quantitative recordings of animal signals
(Podos 1997, Parmentier et al. 2006, Peters et al. 2016, Ramos and Peters 2016). The use of
the sound spectrograph, for instance, provided researchers the basis for sound analysis,
enabling greater understanding of the spectral and temporal characteristics of acoustic
signals (Kellogg and Stein 1953). Development of the electrochemistry analyser allowed
researchers to discover the spatial gradients of chemical cues and conduct temporal analysis
on the ‘chemical image searching’ behaviours of aquatic animals (Atema et al. 1980, Atema
1994, 1995). The objective measurement of light using spectrometers to measure spectral
7
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profiles of animal colour patterns dramatically advanced our knowledge of the role of
colours in animal displays (Lythgoe 1979, Endler 1990, Stuart–Fox and Ord 2004), filming of
dynamic visual displays, such as movement-based signals, allowed detailed measurements
on specific movement patterns, as well as recreating temporal changes of movements in
three-dimensional space (Carpenter et al. 1970, Fleishman 1992, Zeil and Zanker 1997,
Peters et al. 2002, Woo and Rieucau 2012; Bian et al. 2016, Ramos and Peters 2016).
Objective recordings of animal signals have proven invaluable but have also led to
the ability to present signals to receivers in controlled playback experiments that address
further the structure and function of signal variability (e.g. Gerhardt 1991, Wagner Jr 1992,
Vallet and Kreutzer 1995). Our understanding of acoustic signals has been greatly facilitated
by the ability to perform quantitative manipulations of songs and calls and conduct
playbacks to animals in field or laboratory contexts (e.g. Wagner Jr 1992, Shaw and Lesnick
2009, Akre et al. 2011, Remage-Healey et al. 2013). Of course, the use of playback
techniques is not restricted to acoustic modalities. Biologists have made rapid advances
using playbacks in areas of seismic (Hill and Shadley 2001, Cocroft 2005), electrical
(Stoddard 1999), and olfactory cues (Rosell and Sanda 2006, Verhagen et al. 2007), and
visual communication signals (Ord et al. 2002b, Rosenthal et al. 2004). Playback
experiments provide researchers with the opportunity to manipulate and control stimulus
structure and the timing of presentation of any component in the signal sequence.
Recent technological advances have improved immensely in the field of visual signals
(Reviewed by Woo and Rieucau 2011). We see advancement from the use of dummies
(Noble 1939), pictures and mirrors (Gallup and Capper 1970), to videos (D'Eath 1998) as well
as animated and robotic animals (Peters and Evans 2003a, b, Fernández-Juricic et al. 2006;
Woo and Rieucau 2013). The use of video playback techniques for studies of visual signals
has proven useful in addressing important social interactions include sexual communication
(Rosenthal 1999), predator avoidance (Evans et al. 1993), species recognition (Harland and
Jackson 2002) and agonistic interactions (Ord et al. 2002b). Video playback has been
particularly effective in examining movement-based signals as it allows for the manipulation
of temporal and physical characteristics of movement-based stimuli (Ord et al. 2002b,
Peters and Evans 2003b; Woo and Rieucau 2012). However, such advanced technology also
has its drawbacks, in terms of technology and biology. The screen used for playback is
8
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(usually) tailored to human vision, and input on sensory cues other than visual cues (e.g.
chemical, olfactory and UV light) are not available. Furthermore, the quality of playback is
likely to be affected by hardware and software constraints that result in inappropriate
spatial and temporal resolution (Baldauf et al. 2009). In contrast to video playback on a
screen, the use of robotic models has allowed more flexibility and sometimes real-time
based controls in the stimulus presented. Studies in various taxa have demonstrated the
effectiveness of using robotic models (e.g. bowerbirds, Ptilonorhynchus violaceus: Patricelli
et al. 2002; dart-poison frog, Epipedobates femoralis: Narins et al. 2003; eastern grey
squirrel, Sciurus carolinensis: Partan et al. 2009). Not surprisingly, robotic models have also
been used to address aspects of movement-based signals. Using realistic robotic models in a
playback study with the yellow-chinned anole, A. gundlachi, Ord and Stamps (2008) showed
that the exaggerated introductory push-up motion enhances the detectability of the
signaller under low ambient light periods in the environment. The putative signature display
in brown anoles, A. sagrei, which consists of a series of head-bobs, was identified as an
important indicator for species identification using robot lizards (Partan et al. 2011). Clark et
al. (2015) used robotic lizards to explore conspecific display recognition of territorial headbob and push-up displays between isolated island species of lava lizard, Microlophus
grayii and M. indefatigabilis.
Although robotic animals have proven beneficial in a variety of systems, there are
limitations that do restrict broader use. The simulated movements generated in the studies
mentioned above were all relatively simple, consisting mostly of movement in a single plane
(head-bob, body push-up and dewlap extension). However, the complex movements of
other species, including many Australian agamid lizards, are not so easily reproduced with
robotic models. In these species, movements such as limb waves, tail coiling, push-ups and
other whole-body movements are core motor patterns (Ramos and Peters 2016). Display
sequences usually consist of a combination of several of these motor patterns in multiple
directions and at different speeds (Ramos and Peters 2016). Taking one of the focal species
in this thesis as an example, the Jacky dragon, A. muricatus, display begins with a sequence
of tail-flicking, comprising initial intermittent movement at the tip of the tail followed by a
continuous and more rigorous movements of the whole tail. After the introductory tailflicks, the rest of the display involves several fast limb-waves and upper body movements
9
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including push-ups (Carpenter et al. 1970, Peters and Ord 2003, Figure 4.1a). Other focal
species in this thesis, like the long-nose (Gowidon longirostris) and tawny (Ctenophorus
decresii) dragons also feature complex display movements that comprise a series of limb
waves and head-bobs, and whole-body push ups followed by a forward body rise/thrust
(Figure 4.1b, d). The display of C. decresii also includes tail coiling that is not present in the
other two study species. Apart from the complexity, the duration of the displays mentioned
above take place over a short period of 6 to 8 seconds, which would be rather difficult to
achieve with the technology currently used for constructing robots in animal behaviour
studies. Only the display of my fourth focal species, the Mallee dragon (Ctenophorus. fordi)
(Figure 4.1b), could be suited to robotic models as it involves simple up-down movements of
the head. Apart from difficulties in building robotic models with complex movements, using
robotic models still does not address the problem of quantifying movement-based signals
and motion background noise in a systematic way.
How well a receiver can detect and discriminate a signal from noise is important for
the quantitative analysis of signal efficacy (Guilford and Dawkins 1991). Complex models,
such as artificial neural networks, can be used as a proxy for receiver sensory systems and
can be trained to recognise certain signal components and provide insights on the
evolutionary trajectory of certain signal characteristics. Enquist and Arak (1993)
demonstrated how the signal recognition system of receivers can influence signal design.
Subsequent research using similar network models also explored topics on signal asymmetry
and ornament elaboration (Johnstone 1994), signal exploitation and signal honesty
(Krakauer and Johnstone 1995), courtship rituals (Wachtmeister and Enquist 2000), and
mimicry (Holmgren and Enquist 1999). The use of artificial neural networks has also been
extended to generate relevant predictions on the detection of movement-based signals
against plant motion noise (Peters and Davis 2006), although the approach used was very
limited.
Movement-based animal signals: where to from here?
Although much is known about the computational and neural principles of motion vision,
insights into the conditions in which motion vision operates in nature is rather limited.
Compared to other signal modalities, movement-based signals are particularly challenging
to understand as it is difficult to accurately quantify from the animal’s perspective the
10
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environmental conditions and the information content of movements at the time of
signalling under natural conditions (Peters 2010). Although field recordings allow
comparisons between signals and competing stimuli in the environment (Lengagne and
Slater 2002, Ramos and Peters 2017c), the masking effect of plant movements is particularly
difficult to quantify. Firstly, we will not be able to sample sufficiently the range of
environmental conditions at the time of signalling in a natural setting. Secondly, even if we
were to quantify plant motion alone in nature, signalling environments usually feature a
variety of plant species and multiple exemplars of the same species, yet each plant will
move differently in response to wind due to differences in plant structure and geometry. In
addition to plant geometry, wind-induced plant movements are determined by habitat
location and topography affecting relative exposure to wind (Hannah et al. 1995), and the
presence of other plants in the environment will also affect the characteristics of wind (e.g.,
eddy size; De Langre 2008). The combined effects of plant characteristics, location and
microhabitat structure can lead to vastly different motion environments, and physical
measurements of plant movements alone will not be sufficient for quantifying their effects
on movement-based signals, as they do not reflect motion detection by the intended
receivers. There is a need for the development of alternative strategies that allow direct
considerations of signal efficacy in the context of relevant noise landscapes, while giving us
the ability to conduct systematic measurements on one or more variables that could be
critical in signal designs in one or multiple species and habitats. With this thesis, I propose
that these limitations could be overcome using simulations incorporating sophisticated
three-dimensional (3D) animation.
Simulations using 3D animation
Computer animation represents a four-dimensional visualization tool that simulates three
spatial dimensions plus time and is an innovative approach to understanding the sensory
constraints inherent to dynamic environments. Today, 3D computer generated models
pervade advertisements, computer games and blockbuster movies, but these technologies
are more than just a medium for entertainment. Beyond its obvious visual appeal,
animation’s ability to faithfully simulate lighting, shadows, colour, geometry, motion and
time-based transitions has made it a valuable tool in medical imaging, engineering,
geophysics and plant biology. The use of realistic 3D animation models of the signalling
11
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animal and its habitat is potentially a powerful tool for exploring the evolutionary constrains
on movement-based signals (Peters 2013). Previous studies have demonstrated that 3D
animations are effective methods for improving observer understanding of complex
movements while providing the greatest experimental controls (e.g. Shashar et al. 2005).
Software such as Autodesk 3D Studio Max, Maya and Anyfish (Veen et al. 2013) offer
various options to construct 3D objects for biological research purposes. In recent years, the
use of animation has been used to manipulate visual signals in multiple systems, including
spiders (Tedore and Johnsen 2014), birds (Watanabe and Troje 2006), lizards (Peters and
Evans 2003b; Woo 2006; Woo and Rieucau 2012, 2013), and particularly in fishes, from
cichlids to sticklebacks (Kunzler and Bakker 1998, Zbinden 2004, Korzan and Fernald 2006,
Culumber and Rosenthal 2013). In contrast to other computer-based techniques (e.g. 2D
animation, still photographs and digital video sequence), the use of 3D animation not only
adds depth cues but also provides the opportunity to create and manipulate simulations of
behaviour patterns. For instance, using an animated tail of the Jacky dragon lizard, Peters
and Evans (2003b) were able to manipulate the speed and duration of a typical introductory
tail-flick and discovered that signal duration, rather than signal speed, has the most
influence on signal efficacy. A later study by Woo and Rieucau (2012) investigated the
aggressive display using animated models in the same lizard species and identified display
duration is also critical for the effectiveness of aggressive displays in these animals. Like
these studies, the use of 3D animation in animal communication research has mainly been
for developing stimuli to be used in playback studies. As I have illustrated previously in this
chapter, the use of playback techniques remains problematic in certain contexts. A solution
is needed that allows for the systematic consideration of the physical movements of plants,
variation in habitat geometry, environmental conditions and movement-based animal
signals.

THESIS OUTLINE
Addressing this deficiency is the primary aim of this dissertation. I extend the use of 3D
animation in animal communication research to include modelling of the environments in
which animals signal. Combining behavioural ecology with the creative digital arts, I have
established a virtual laboratory to quantify the relationship between signal structure and
habitat characteristics of multiple species (Figure 1.1). I then use neural network models of
12
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selective attention to act as the selection agent to predict signal efficacy. With this
innovative approach, I have been able to achieve systematic measurements on how habitat
characteristics, weather conditions and motion vision influence the efficacy of movementbased signalling in unprecedented detail. I begin by introducing the approach (Chapter 2),
then apply it to understanding in quantitative detail the masking effects of environmental
motion and behavioural strategies to mitigate these effects (Chapter 3). I then consider the
signals of four species in each of four habitats (Chapter 4), which would not be achievable in
nature. I conclude by summarising the outcomes of my work, consider the strengths and
limitations of the approach and look forward toward studies that can build upon the
foundations I have laid herein (Chapter 5).
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Figure 1.1 | Models of target species and sampling sites in Australia.
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Chapter 2 - Motion ecology in a virtual environment
In this chapter, I explain my rationale for using 3D animations as a tool for understanding
how ecological limitations affect visual-based behaviours. I provide a road map for
developing 3D models and building animations. Using the Jacky dragon A. muricatus and its
habitat (Figure 1.2a) as a representative species, I outline the steps involved in
reconstructing a signalling animal and tasks required to reconstruct microhabitats, including
the dynamic properties of wind-blown plants and the light environment. I also outline
common pitfalls (see supplementary information for this chapter) and provide a number of
alternative resources for researchers seeking to utilise 3D animated animals and habitats
(Table S2.1). I then discuss how simulations are filmed and exported for analysis, as well as
the quantitative strategies for comparing simulations. To demonstrate the level of control I
can achieve within a virtual lab, I simulate four different scenarios: the effect of varying
wind conditions; the relevance of the immediate background; varying signaller-plant
distances; and different light environments. This chapter presents an innovative approach to
quantifying the relationship between animal behaviour and the environmental context. I
discuss the implications in the context of movement-based signals, as well motion ecology in
general.
Chapter 3 - Signal efficacy in a changing world
To fully appreciate the evolutionary forces driving movement-based signal structure, we
need to examine signal efficacy under different environmental conditions. Therefore, using
the 3D models built for Chapter 2, I examined the Jacky dragon display in detail by
quantifying the changes in signal efficacy following systematic manipulation of wind and
light environments. I also quantify the potential benefit of signalling faster, or in different
orientations relative to the background. Within this chapter, I also explicitly examine signal
performance as a function of varying receiver operating characteristics. I found that faster
speeds and selecting particular orientations can be beneficial, but signal efficacy comes
down to the interaction between wind conditions, the light environment, signaller
orientation and thresholds for receiver responses.
Chapter 4 - Signal efficacy of four agamid lizard species in four habitats
Previous research has provided evidence for local adaptations and signal divergence in
many species of lizards, including agamid species. To consider directly the relative
15
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effectiveness of lizard movement-based displays in multiple habitats, I conducted detailed
habitat surveys at three locations (Figure 1.2b, c, d) in order to recreate these three new
scenes in my virtual lab. Along with the scene created for Chapters 2 and 3, I compared and
contrasted four different signals across four different habitats. The associated noise
landscape in these habitats varied as a result of vegetation density and plant species. The
results suggested that while all four signals are constrained by the most vegetated habitat
with potentially higher level of environmental noise, the signal adapted to this environment
did not show an advantage in signal efficacy compare to signals from less vegetated habitat.
The result also highlighted the importance of considering signal function in understanding
the evolutionary drives for signal structure. Further research of this kind could help to
determine how different habitat structures affects signal plasticity in some species and what
is the evolutionary benefit that is driving the kind of plasticity.
Chapter 5 – General discussion
In this dissertation, I have developed an innovative approach to understanding the
ecological constraints on movement-based signals in the Australian agamid lizards. I applied
this method and examined changes in signal efficacy under different combinations of
prevailing environmental conditions. I also examined possible mediating effects of changing
signalling structure and behaviour. I then applied and extended the approach to different
species across different habitats. Comparisons of this kind would not be possible in nature
due to legislative and ethical restrictions that prevent translocating animals between
habitats. In this final chapter, I discuss the strengths and limitations of the method and
provide suggestions for further extensions of the approach.

Figure 1.2 | Species and habitats used in the present thesis. Left column: the typical signalling sites at which the
target species are usually seen. Right column: general habitat structure and representative plants found in the
habitats of all of the study species. (a) Amphibolurus muricatus are usually found basking on fallen wood. The
habitat is densely vegetated with tall grasses and shrubs. (b) Gowidon longirostris inhabit arid rocky outcrops with
sparsely vegetated eucalyptus and low shrubs, and are often seen displaying on rocks. (c) Ctenophorus fordi are
small lizards that can be found between dense spinifex grass clumps in dry sandy areas of Victoria. (d) Ctenohorus
decresii are colourful lizards that inhabit rocky ranges with typical vegetation of spinifex grass and eucalyptus, and is
often seen displaying on rock surfaces.

Figure on following page…
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SUMMARY:
1. Motion vision is crucial in the life of animals, in controlling locomotion, in foraging, for predator
evasion and in communication. However, information on the conditions for motion vision in
natural environments is limited. Advancing knowledge of the ecological limitations that affect
functional behaviour requires novel methodologies.
2. To explore motion ecology in more detail I describe an innovative method that integrates
evolutionary biology with digital arts. A visualization tool that simulates three spatial
dimensions plus movement through time, 3D animation is an innovative approach to
understand dynamic environments. Animal signalling systems have provided useful insights into
ecological limitations on behaviour, and I demonstrate the utility of my approach by examining
motion displays of lizards surrounded by plant motion noise.
3. The effectiveness of signals in noise was considered under different circumstances, and in each
case, I had complete control over the simulations. I used these scenarios to both validate the
approach and to demonstrate its potential. The relevance to motion signalling of prevailing
wind and resultant plant motion is now well established and I begin by replicating this effect
and illustrate how I can explore this in quantitative detail. I further demonstrate its utility by
providing novel insights into the benefits of signalling in the right place and at the right time, by
manipulating immediate signalling backgrounds, variation in signaller-plant distances and light
environments. Each of these simulations provide opportunities for investigation that would be
impossible in nature.
4. Systematic measurements of motion ecology in detail are now achievable. In addition to
insights into the evolution of motion signals, 3D environmental reconstruction will provide a
test bed for other topics in the field of motion ecology, and a resource to enhance public
engagement with science.
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INTRODUCTION
To appreciate fully the forces that shape animal behaviour, it is necessary to understand the
information-processing tasks under relevant conditions. Knowledge of the environment in which
animals operate and the sensory processing demands that mediate behaviour are crucial. One
important source of information for many animals comes from motion vision. Although much is
known about the computational and neural principles of motion vision, information on the
conditions for motion vision to function in natural environments is limited and requires innovative
methods. In this paper, I demonstrate the utility of three-dimensional (3D) animation as a research
tool. I focus on animal communication to showcase the possibilities, but subsequently emphasise
its wider application.
Important insights into the sensory and ecological limitations that govern behaviour have
been gained from studying animal signals. Signals have evolved to be effective in the environment
in which they are emitted so the diversity I see in signal structure directly reflects ecological
factors (Endler 1992). The physical structure of microhabitats can affect signal transmission
(Morton 1975), which ultimately constrains the kinds of signals that are most effective (Hunter
and Krebs 1979). Environmental noise is also a major constraint on signalling because it competes
with signals for limited sensory and cognitive processing abilities of receivers. To convey
information effectively, animals are known to adjust their signalling strategies to remain salient
against the ambient noise background (Ord and Stamps 2008; Peters et al. 2007). Therefore,
detailed descriptions of signal structure must go hand-in-hand with the careful analysis of the
structure and dynamics of environmental noise in a manner applicable to the processing
constraints facing receiver sensory systems. Research into acoustic signals has followed this
philosophy (Henry and Lucas 2008; Slabbekoorn and Smith 2002), but complementary
considerations of visual signals defined by movement are rare.
As visual motion is one of the most salient features in the world of animals it is not
surprising that the use of motion signals is widespread in the animal kingdom, from mammals
(Rundus et al. 2007) to invertebrates (Elias et al. 2006). However, motion signal efficacy is affected
by the motion of wind-blown plants (Fleishman 1986; Peters 2008), which varies from moment-tomoment as environmental conditions change. Quantifying motion signals and noise in a
meaningful way is not straightforward and requires a strategy that outlines the processing
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demands facing receivers (Peters 2013). Physical measurements of plant movements will not be
sufficient for quantifying motion noise, as they do not quantify plant motion in a manner that is
relevant to the detection filters of receivers. A solution is needed that allows for simultaneous
consideration of the physical movements of plants, variation in microhabitat structure,
environmental variables and animal signals. The ability to systematically manipulate one or more
of these components would also be beneficial. To achieve this in nature would be impractical.
Even multiple synchronised cameras, filming at different times of the day throughout the year,
would not sample the range of conditions required to characterise fully the image motion
environment. Also, we would not achieve the level of control required to isolate key parameters,
or to systematically manipulate one or more components.
However, these goals are achievable in simulated environments created with sophisticated
3D animations. The use of realistic 3D models of signalling animals and habitats offers great
potential for exploring the evolutionary constraints on movement-based signals. Animations have
been used to manipulate visual signals for playback experiments in multiple systems including
spiders (Harland and Jackson 2002), birds (Watanabe and Troje 2006), snakes (Nelson, Garnett and
Evans 2010), lizards (Peters and Evans 2003) and in fish (Zbinden 2004). However, while past
studies have created 3D environments for virtual reality experiments (Dolins et al. 2014), the full
power of 3D animation has not been harnessed to simulate signalling environments, and certainly
not as a computational platform for quantifying the role of planted environments in dictating
signal evolution.
In this paper, I describe the construction of virtual environments to explore the interaction
of motion signal and motion noise. I first outline the steps involved in reconstructing a signalling
animal. This is followed by descriptions of the tasks required to reconstruct microhabitats,
including the dynamic properties of wind-blown plants and the light environment. Finally, I discuss
how simulations are filmed and exported for analysis, as well as the quantitative strategies for
comparing simulations. To demonstrate the utility of this approach I set up four scenarios utilising
the same signal to explore ecological parameters that are predicted to affect signal efficacy. My
goal was to demonstrate the level of control I can achieve within the animated environment and
its ability to explore phenomena of interest in detail.
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METHODS
I do not provide a detailed manual for animation, but a demonstration of the key components in
developing 3D models and building animations. I used Maya 2015 (Autodesk Inc.) software to
create a virtual environment, but other options are available (see Table S1). Although the number
of commands available to the user can be overwhelming, free tutorials and a comprehensive
knowledge network are available online (see also Supplementary Methods for tips to avoid
common mistakes).
Creating and animating the 3D model
A territorial display of a Jacky dragon (Amphibolurus muricatus) was elicited in the field using a
tethered animal introduced to the focal lizard and filmed using a dual camera system. To
reconstruct the signalling motion, I digitised the position of multiple body parts throughout the
sequence, and subsequently combined the data from two camera views to reconstruct the
signalling motion in 3D and quantify real physical amplitudes. The digitizing process utilized a free
Matlab application for camera calibration, digitising features of interest and 3D reconstruction of
movement information (Hedrick 2008); see Peters et al. (2016) and Bian et al. (2016) for
applications of this technique.
I used subdivision-modelling techniques to create 3D models. This refers to the process of
sculpturing polygons and surfaces and later subdividing the polygon mesh to produce smooth
organic forms. In computer animation, the 3D model is represented in two parts: a surface
representation used to draw the morphology of the character (referred to as skin or mesh) and a
hierarchical set of interconnected bones (called the skeleton or rig) used to animate (pose and
keyframe) the mesh. To start building the mesh, I broke down the morphology of the animal into
several main parts to determine the overall geometry. The head and body of the lizard was
modelled from a basic cube. By manipulating the vertex position on the cube, I gradually built up
the details to correspond with the physical form. I used realistic images of the animal to
superimpose surfaces of polygons into the correct morphology, and then pull out the limbs and
tail from the body through the same shaping process (Figure 2.1a). Since the animal is bilaterally
symmetrical, I only needed to model one side of the body and instructed the software to mirror
the geometry offset along its axis. This helped to minimize errors in creating uneven structures on
both sides of the body. After completing the shaping process, I used average values from a
database of morphological measurements of the Jacky dragon to make minor adjustments to the
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model. Finally, a digital photograph of lizard skin was wrapped on to the model surface (Figure
2.1b) in a process referred to as UV Mapping. The model is now ready for animation.
The animating process begins by creating a virtual skeleton made up of bones that are
connected at joints (Figure 2.1c). Skeletons do not imitate real anatomy or physical processes.
Rather, they are control objects at appropriate locations (joints) to control the deformation of the
model. I first created a chain of joints along the limbs and body of the model, and then
implemented individual controller objects for each set of joints to gain precise control of the
geometry as well as global displacement and local movements of the model. After building the
joints, I integrated and bound the skeleton to the model through a process known as skinning. In
Maya, smooth skinning allows each vertex to follow a limited number of joints with the amount of
influence affected by each joint represented as a numerical scale [0,1]. This scale can be modified
from a spreadsheet or virtually painted directly onto the model with the values represented as
colour gradients through a process often named weight painting (Figure 2.1d). After the 3D model
is correctly connected to the skeleton, I started the animation process. The joint controllers
became useful here, because rather than manipulating every joint to achieve a signal pose, the
controllers act like the strings that a puppeteer uses to animate a puppet, and a vast range of
movement could be achieved by a small set of control bars. I used position data from the frameby-frame analysis of the display to set the coordinates for each controller and for all frames
throughout the sequence. I finish with a display sequence to match the model species that
comprises four distinct components including tail-flicking, limb-waving, push-ups and whole-body
movements.
Creating the Virtual Habitat
Jacky dragons inhabit woodlands and coastal heath of southeast Australia and are often seen
perched on fallen timber. I created a virtual habitat that contains relevant features rather than a
specific habitat. A base plane was created first, using inbuilt geometric tools to sculpt an
undulating landscape that reflects the local terrain (Figure 2.2a). I added realistic 3D models of
trees, smaller plants and logs, created using the same sculpting method as the lizard. These plants
were placed in the scene using the position of the lizard as the centre point. I integrated plant
models with a script that guides plant movements. Within Maya, the scripts of any physical
movements are built on physically accurate equations, which can be precisely manipulated using a
slider bar, in order to generate realistic plant-movements under different wind conditions (Akagi
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and Kitajima 2006). Realistic plant models also can be purchased from third party providers that
are fully rendered with textures, lighting and wind-motion animation specifications. These models
are easy to manipulate and can be tailored to specific requirements. After deploying the major
plant species in the environment, the next stage of crafting the environment was to paint in
smaller grasses using Maya’s Paint Effects brush system (Figure 2.2b). The grass has an integrated
wind controller that allows for easy animation in the final stages of the process. The grass clumps
can be linked according to location within the habitat, as location will affect how plants react to
wind.
With the ground landscape completed, lighting and shadows were added to the scene. The
simulation of light environments are based on physically accurate lighting coefficients (Iones et al.
2003). A single directional light was added to simulate the sun and thereby create naturally
overcasting shadows from rocks, logs and plants. Smaller area lights were also added to illuminate
the main character in the scene (the lizard) but were for the purposes of these demonstrations
only and should be excluded for greater realism (Figure 2.2c). The position and scale of lights can
be controlled using transformation tools within Maya.
Filming within a virtual environment
Virtual cameras are placed in the scene and manoeuvred into position using simple translocation
functions within Maya. Each virtual camera is invisible to other cameras and so cannot obscure the
scene from any other viewpoints. Once a specific camera is selected, the software will display the
scene as if we are looking through a real camera (Figure 2.2d). Attributes such as viewing angle,
depth of field, focal points and zoom/scale can be easily adjusted. For this paper, I disabled depth
of field functionality, as I want all objects within the scene to be clear and focused. Finally, the
Maya scenes were rendered as complete audio video interleave files at 25 frames-per-second.
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Figure 2.1 | Maya screenshots of the (a) lizard model, (b) texture map (left) and model with the texture
wrapped around the surface (right), (c) wireframe mesh and skeleton, and (d) joint controllers as a colour
gradient.
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Figure 2.2 | Modelling the microhabitat starts with (a) an undulating base plan with sand texture before (b)
the inclusion of major objects – trees, rocks, logs and grasses. (c) A static spherical photograph is applied to
the background and directional lights (orange lines) for the scene. (d) Final scene from one camera view.
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Demonstrations within a virtual environment
To demonstrate the utility of my approach, I selected four scenarios in which the detection of
motion signals is predicted to be affected by habitat structure and environmental conditions:
1. Prevailing wind conditions – the movement of wind-blown plants plays an important role in
signalling behaviour (Ord and Stamps 2008; Peters and Evans 2007). To explore this, I used the
same scene, viewed from the same angle and featuring the same signal. The only difference
between the sequences was the wind level and resultant plant-movements. I created three
animation sequences featuring no wind, moderate wind and strong wind conditions.

2. Local backgrounds – Motion vision is strongly influenced by local backgrounds (Peters et al.
2008), therefore I created two animation sequences that were identical, except for the object
immediately behind the displaying lizard. I used a large rock in one sequence, and a plant
(Lomandra sp.) in the second sequence (Figure 2.3a), with strong wind conditions in each.
These sequences allow the consideration of whether the immediate background in a noisy
environment can improve signal efficacy in a manner similar to birds that create stages to
ensure strong chromatic contrast of colourful ornaments (Endler and Thery 1996) .

3. Signaller-plant distances - The position of the signaller relative to surrounding plants will affect
perceived motion amplitudes, which might be important for determining signal effectiveness
(Peters 2010). I created two sequences to examine this prediction, with the difference between
sequences being the position of the lizard relative to the dominant grass: at the same distance
from the receiver as the plant or positioned closer to the receiver than the plant (Figure 2.3b).

4. Different light environments – The light environment is crucial for static visual signalling
systems (Endler 1992). As motion vision mechanisms are known to be highly dependent upon
brightness and contrast, it is possible that the distracting effects of shadows and variation in
the light environment alters the relative effectiveness of motion signals. I created a spotlight
integrated with motion patterns of overcasting tree branch shadows. The light was oriented in
the same direction directly facing the lizard model in each of the sequences, but I changed the
lighting intensities by manipulating the luminosity of the spotlight scale from zero to ten, and as
light intensity increases so does the over-casting shadow. I developed two sequences with
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constant wind level but different light intensities: natural lighting and intense shadows (Figure
2.3c). These sequences enabled us to explore the interaction between actual plant movements,
shadows generated by plant movements and variation in light intensity.
All animation sequences were 176 frames duration (~7 s at 25 fps) and exported at HD resolution
(1920 x 1080 pixels) for analysis (see Movie S1).

Figure 2.3 | Representative frames from animations to examine the effect of (a) different backgrounds, (b)
signaller-plant distances and (c) different light environments.
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Scene Analysis
Videos generated in the virtual environment (Figure 2.4a) can be analysed in the same way as
videos filmed in nature. Visual motion is computed from correlated changes in brightness in
neighbouring photoreceptors and a computational implementation of this is the correlation-type
elementary motion detector (EMD). Multiple EMDs interconnected in a grid can be used to model
motion in 2D scenes captured on video (Zanker et al. 1997; Figure 2.4b). This approach allows for
biologically plausible scene analysis by incorporating knowledge of the visual capabilities of the
study animals, such as spatial resolution and temporal integration times. The gradient detector
model for motion analysis is an alternative that does not seek to replicate biological visual systems
(Figure 2.4c). The choice between these two might depend on the nature of the motion as EMDs
are suggested to perform best in low signal-to-noise ratios whereas gradient detectors are more
suited to high signal-to-noise situations (Potters and Bialek 1994). An alternative option is to use
saliency analysis, which seeks to identify the regions of the scene that attract the most attention.
Itti et al. (1998) described a computational model for saliency-driven bottom-up selective
attention to objects, which involved scanning a saliency map computed from local feature
contrasts, including motion. In Figure 2.4d I used graph-based visual saliency, which uses local
computations, as well as global information, to obtain a saliency map predicting salient areas of
the scene (Harel et al. 2006).
To quantify differences between sequences within each scenario I used sequences
featuring lizard displays in the absence of plant movement to identify where motion occurred
(baseline) and to generate a binary mask representing areas of known lizard movement for each
frame of the animation (see Figure S1). By multiplying the saliency data with the binary mask, I
obtained estimates for the relative salience of the lizard movement for each frame (Figure 2.5a).
The no wind sequence was used as a baseline for the changing wind conditions and different light
environments. A new baseline sequence was created for the comparison of different backgrounds,
while separate baseline sequences were created for the near and far signaller-plant distance
sequences.
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Figure 2.4 | (a) Rendered frames from two sequences featuring exactly the same signal but in wind-still
(left) and windy conditions (right). Animation sequences were analysed in three ways with output from
each analytical approach shown for the same frame in wind-still and windy sequences. (b) Visual motion
computed by correlation-type elementary motion detectors (EMDs) in which colour indicates the direction
of movement and saturation reflects relative speed. (c) Gradient detector models showing angular speeds
irrespective of movement direction. (d) Saliency analysis using motion information alone predicts focal
points for attention.
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RESULTS
I created multiple animation sequences to explore the role of prevailing wind, background objects,
signaller-plant distances and different light environments, and quantified the relative change in
saliency of lizard displays. I obtained saliency measures frame-by-frame for each sequence, as
shown in Figure 2.5a (bottom panel) for varying wind conditions. Saliency scores range [0,1] but
the threshold for detection by a receiver would need to be empirically determined. Here, I
selected 0.8 as a conservative threshold for reliable detection and represented detectability as
raster plots (Figure 2.5a, top panel). The number of frames in which a given sequence exceeds this
threshold was then summed (Figure 2.5b). As shown, the proportion of the no wind (or baseline)
sequence is less than one because the lizard is not moving in every frame. I then determined the
relative percentage change in effectiveness from the baseline for the other two sequences (Figure
2.5b inset). Consideration of the data need not be limited to a single threshold value and so I
computed the relative change in efficacy from the baseline for the full range of saliency values
(Figure 2.5c) and use this approach to consider each of the signalling scenarios.
As expected, the predicted effectiveness of lizard displays declines with prevailing wind
(Figure 2.5c). Manipulating the immediate background, from a noisy plant to a static rock, resulted
in only a modest improvement in effectiveness at higher threshold values (Figure 2.6a). However,
the manipulation I imposed retained the same components in each scene, just in different
positions, so the improvement represents the change in figure-ground segmentation in local
regions of the scene. Manipulating signaller position relative to plants, while keeping all other
components the same, resulted in a modest efficacy advantage for signals separated from plants
(Figure 2.6b), as suggested elsewhere (Peters 2010). Results for manipulation of the light
environment were somewhat unexpected. Under both moderate and strong wind conditions,
increasing shadows and areas of intense light served to enhance the signal (Figure 2.6c).
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Figure 2.5 | An illustration of how changing wind conditions influence the efficacy of the lizard signal. (a)
Bottom panel: maximum saliency score over time in regions of the image frame that are known to feature
lizard display movement (determined from analysis of the no wind sequence). Lines are shown for the
three animation sequences: no wind (black), moderate wind (grey) and strong wind (red). Top panel: raster
plot for the three sequences depicting frames in which maximum saliency scores exceed 0.8. (b) The
number of frames in each of the three animation sequences that exceeded the 0.8 threshold value. Inset:
Percentage difference in efficacy from no wind sequence for the lizard display in moderate and strong
wind. (c) Relative change in efficacy as a function of saliency threshold value for moderate (grey) and strong
(red) wind conditions.
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Figure 2.6 | Change in efficacy for
sequences examining the effect of (a)
immediate background, (b) signallerplant distances, and (c) light
environments as a function of changing
saliency threshold.
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DISCUSSION
An interdisciplinary approach that unites biology with the creative digital arts is proposed as an
innovative way to quantify the relationship between animal behaviour and environmental
characteristics. I presented a quick road map to demonstrate the research applicability of 3D
animation as a laboratory tool by focussing on motion signalling of lizards under a range of
circumstances. This was carefully chosen to provide a broad overview of the capabilities afforded
by this simulation tool. However, I emphasise below that the foundations I lay here could be
extended and applied to other topics. I anticipate theoretical advancements in sensory ecology
and behaviour but also foresee derived benefits for education and community engagement in
ecology.
One habitat – multiple opportunities
Controlling environmental context during motion signalling: from simulation to replication
I explored several environmental constraints on motion signal efficacy in a virtual environment.
Wind induced plant motion as a major source of motion noise is well known but rarely quantified
in detail (but see, Fleishman 1986; Peters 2008). I have simulated three wind conditions and
shown how increasing wind intensity affects motion signal efficacy. With the ability to
systematically increase wind speed within the animation environment, I will obtain a more
complete picture of how wind-induced plant motion affects signal efficacy and predict changes to
signal structure required if they are to remain salient in different wind environments. I have also
quantified the effect of immediate local background and signaller-plant distances, as well as
variation in light intensity and overcasting shadows. These have not been explored previously in
the context of motion signalling. Importantly, all the simulations provide complete control of the
signalling context, which is unparalleled in studies of motion signalling and not achievable in
nature.
Here I relied on the dynamic power of the software to faithfully simulate plant species and
their specific movements. Underlying these tools are in-depth studies to determine physical
equations of motion that achieve realistic animations of wind-induced vegetation movements
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(Akagi and Kitajima 2006; Zhang et al. 2007). In fact, deformation of any type of object in an
animated environment, such as hair movements or clothes dynamics, are achieved using physicsbased dynamic simulation systems (Stam 2009). I can thus be relatively confident that the
simulated plant movements are realistic. However, it is possible to recreate actual habitats using
information on the local terrain, topography and spatial distribution of plants. This includes
creating plant models that match plant shape, branching structure and stem/leaf characteristics. It
is also possible to replicate the dynamic properties of a given plant in nature. To achieve this, a
marker-less motion capture technique could be employed to recreate the geometric structure of
actual plants, as well as the dynamic properties of their interaction with wind from 2D footage of
real plants (Diener et al. 2006). Briefly, the technique utilizes velocity information obtained from
optic flow analysis and uses statistical clustering methods to organize features into a hierarchical
structure. This is subsequently refined according to geometrical structure, and the final 3D
hierarchical structure is then used as a motion controller for animating plant models. Individual
researchers are therefore able to determine whether simulation or replication of plant
movements is appropriate for their objectives. The simulation of real-world lighting conditions is
also achievable. In Mental Ray®, a rendering plug-in for Maya, a high-dynamic range photometric
lighting system (Sun and Sky) allows users to select lighting conditions according to exact date,
time and location. Rendering engines of this kind use physically based computational algorithms
when rendering (Kniss et al. 2003). This means the simulations are accurate and predictable as
they are designed to follow physical laws (Moeck and Selkowitz 1996).
The creation of simulated environments provides opportunities to predict the
consequences of habitat modification in the context of motion signal efficacy. Motion noise
environments will be altered following events that change the plant environment. Natural events
like fire and storm (wind and rain) damage might have important consequences for inhabitants
because it changes the noise environment in important ways. Storms often modify the
environment by relocating the position of plants, which might change the spatial distribution of
noise. In the case of low severity fire events, many plants will be impacted by the removal of
leaves and higher order branches, which are a dominant part of the noise environment (Peters
2013), and motion noise might be reduced dramatically. The signals of species like the Jacky
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dragon might become highly conspicuous. The costs of highly conspicuous signals include wasted
energy and increasing the likelihood of detection by predators. Under conditions of increased
predation risk, signallers are expected to modify their signalling behaviour accordingly (Steinberg
et al. 2014). Simulated environments can be used to replicate these events and enable us to
quantify before and after effects as it relates to motion signalling, and to predict changes in
signalling.
Extension: dynamic scenes in the context of colour vision
As recent research supports a role for chromatic input to motion processing (Cropper and
Wuerger 2005), it is worthwhile to consider dynamic scenes also in the context of colour vision. An
important assumption in the simulations is that the RGB colour space used is relevant to the
receiver. However, the rendered scenes are optimized for human colour vision systems, which
comprise short (blue), medium (green) and long (red) wavelength cones. I can convert rendered
scenes from standard RGB to a colour space that represents the relative response of the three
types of cones, known as the LMS colour space. Scene analysis, such as the saliency approach
adopted here, could then consider animations separately for each cone. Furthermore, rendered
animations could be post-processed to model how colour vision deficiencies affect the information
available for motion vision to operate. Human observers with normal colour vision see scenes
differently to others that lack medium (deuteranopia) or short (tritanopia) wavelength cones
(Figure 2.7). Interestingly, the simulations of colour vision deficiencies suggested that the salience
of lizard displays is reduced, particularly for deuteranopia, despite being identical movements of
both animal and plants. The RGB conversions I used to generate these colour deficient sequences
could be modified to represent a variety of species with cone sensitivities similar to our own.
Furthermore, colour conversions of textures can be undertaken at the time of model creation, and
Tedore and Johnsen (2016) provide an excellent description of how to replicate colour vision
capabilities of animals with very different spectral sensitivities.
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Figure 2.7 | Post-processing of an animation sequence to simulate normal human colour vision (top row)
and colour vision deficiencies: deuteranopia (middle row) and tritanopia (bottom row). For each, the
functioning cones are shown (left column) along with a representation of the scene utilizing the functioning
cones (centre column), and a salience map for a single frame (right column). Conversion of images to
deuteranopia and tritanopia undertaken according to (Machado et al. 2009).
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Further applications in motion ecology
As motion is a fundamental source of information for many animals, replicating natural
environments in sophisticated detail within a virtual environment can provide a test-bed for
exploring motion ecology more broadly. Through systematic manipulation of environmental
features and animal movements, we can understand more clearly the image motion computation
requirements for a variety of functional behaviours. For example, movement is a key requirement
for the identification of prey and predators (Figure 2.8a). In the case of adult Jacky dragons,
movement breaks the camouflage of an otherwise cryptic lizard and might be detected by a
nearby avian predator, such as laughing kookaburras (Daecelo novaeguineae) that perch on
elevated vantage points and scan the environment for potential prey (Figure 2.8b). However, the
image motion generated by a looming kookaburra might in turn be detected by lizards (Figure
2.8c) and evasive action taken. Animations provide a powerful way to understand these
interactions in greater detail (Nelson et al. 2010), including a novel implementation of the use of
animal-borne cameras to quantify changing visual motion cues as animals move (Kane and Zamani
2014). Following on from this, as animals move through their environment they generate optic
flow that is used for navigation (Srinivasan et al. 1996). Virtual simulations could allow for
controlled, repeatable investigations of the consequences for optic flow under a variety of
environmental circumstances by utilising animal-borne cameras in a virtual environment.
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Figure 2.8 | (a) 3D reconstruction of a laughing kookaburra (Dacelo novaeguineae) approaching a basking
lizard. Respective viewpoints of the (b) approaching avian predator and (c) lizard prey.
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Multiple habitats – a world of possibilities
Translocations in a simulated environment
Environments feature a variety of plant species and multiple exemplars of the same species, yet
each plant will move differently in response to wind due to differences in plant structure and
geometry (Peters 2013). In addition to plant geometry, wind-induced plant movements are
determined by habitat location and topography affecting relative exposure to wind (Hannah et al.
1995), and the presence of other plants in the environment that affect the characteristics of wind
(De Langre 2008). Therefore, different microhabitats represent distinct image motion
environments (Peters 2008), and this variation must be a crucial determinant of motion signal
structure. It has been informative to broadcast acoustic signals in different environments to
explain the relationship between environment and behaviour (Slabbekoorn and Smith 2002), but
analogous options for motion signals are not available and translocating species across different
habitats is restricted by government regulations in most circumstances. However, detailed
reconstructions of multiple signalling environments provide an exciting opportunity to consider
how the signals of one species would ‘perform’ in other environments. Translocating species
between habitats in a simulated environment is an exciting extension to the work herein (Figure
2.9; Figure S4.2, Chapter 4). The Jacky dragon (Figure 2.9a) is common in coastal heath of southeastern Australia, while the long-nosed dragon (Gowidon longirostris; Figure 2.9b) can be found in
rocky gorges of central and Western Australia. Both species generate complex motion signals, but
the motion noise environments are very different. Using 3D animation as a sophisticated
simulation tool I can quantify the effectiveness of signals in each of these habitat types and predict
the extent to which simple plasticity in signalling will mediate different environmental conditions.
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Figure 2.9 | Recreating different microhabitats in 3D animations enables consideration of motion signal
efficacy of ‘translocated’ species. (a) Jacky dragon (A. muricatus) habitat and closeup view of a (b) Jacky
dragon and (c) Long-nosed dragon (G. longirostris) in this coastal environment. (d) Long-nosed dragon
habitat and close up view of (e) Long-nosed and (f) Jacky dragons in this rocky gorge.

Whole new worlds
My objective is to demonstrate that virtual technologies can be used to examine important
questions in animal ecology. The simulations I present herein, and which I believe showcases the
utility of 3D animation, focuses on motion signalling in terrestrial environments at a scale of
metres. This represents my core focus, but the method is not so limited. I see these tools being
applicable to understanding how animals interact with their environment from the perspective of
a viewer located anywhere in the environment. Virtual environment reconstruction encourages a
fresh look at the physical world and I encourage others to consider very different types of
environments (Fig 2.10a), and vastly different scales – from hundreds of metres to macro level
analysis (Fig 2.10b-d).

Figure 2.10 | (a) Frame sequence of an underwater scene featuring a short-finned eel (Anguilla australis).
Rendered frames showing 3D environments for consideration at (b) landscape, (c) habitat and (d) macro
spatial scales.
Figure on following page…
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Conclusion
My method is an extension in the use of 3D technology and represents a powerful tool for motion
ecology owing to its ability to faithfully simulate lighting, shadows, geometry, motion and timebased transitions. The control afforded here would be impossible to achieve in nature. While it is
necessary to ground-truth simulations using data from real environments (Chouinard-Thuly et al.
2016), I can now address recalcitrant topics in animal behaviour and sensory ecology that
concerns the relevance of environmental motion. Importantly, animation is not only an innovative
tool for biology; it is an exciting opportunity to engage public attention, and as a teaching tool for
students. With modest additional work, the simulated microhabitats could be repurposed as
interactive applications for tablets, touch screen devices and exhibition displays in museums and
schools that provide for better user experiences and enhance opportunities for self-guided
learning. The connections it builds between science and the general-public will be necessary for
preserving valuable natural resources for future generations.
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Table S2.1 – Software packages for 3D animation
Software Title &
License type
Autodesk Maya
Commercial
(Free student
version available)
Blender
nfhGNU GPLv2+*

Autodesk Mudbox
Commercial

Autodesk 3ds Max
Commercial

LightWave 3D
Commercial

ZBrush
Commercial

Major Features

Link

• 3D digital modelling
• Comprehensive tool package
• Keyframe animation
• Dynamic physical simulation tools
• Multiple render engines

http://www.autodesk.com/education/freesoftware/maya

• 3D digital modelling
• Keyframe animation
• Dynamic physical simulation tools
• Python scripting
• Basic non-linear video/audio editing
• Multiple render engines

https://www.blender.org/download/

• High-resolution 3D sculpting
• Interoperable with other 3D applications
(Autodesk Maya, 3ds Max etc.)

http://www.autodesk.com/products/mudbox/overview

• 3D digital modelling
• Keyframe animation
• Max Script
• DWG import
• Dynamic physical simulation tools
• Multiple render engines

http://www.autodesk.com.au/products/3dsmax/overview

• 3D digital modelling
• General animation
• Dynamic physical simulation tools
• Support custom scripting

https://www.lightwave3d.com/

• High-resolution digital sculpting tool
combines 3D/2.5D modelling
• Direct polypaint onto object surfaces
• Illustration
• Dynamic mesh tool for easy modelling

http://pixologic.com/zbrush/features/overview/

*nfhGNU GPLv2+ is a General Public License, which provides its user free software license and guarantees the end
users the freedom to run, share and modify the software.
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Supplementary Methods – Additional advice on creating 3D animations
Filming wild animals and 3D reconstruction
Creating animations based on real movements of animals requires reliable, accurate data of the position of
key points of interest in multiple frames. The following are a few general recommendations to ensure the
filming process will provide the required data:
•

Selecting or designing a calibration object – The calibration object should cover a volume similar to
that used by the animal generating the motion of interest. The object should contain multiple points at
different positions within the volume of the object, and users will find it easiest to work with clearly
visible, contrasting points of a different colour to the rest of the calibration object (Fig S1).

Figure A | Left: Calibration object used in filming lizard displays. Right: The same
style of object created in animation software and ready for 3D printing.
•

•

•

Camera location – Positioning the cameras during recording should provide different viewpoints of the
focal animal (>20o angular separation is recommended), but precise positioning is not necessary.
However, the digitising process is much easier if the target points are clearly visible and easy to follow
during the video.
Filming – The cameras should remain completely still during recording of the motion and remain
untouched, unadjusted until after calibration (i.e. recording of calibration object), otherwise the 3D
reconstruction will not be possible. The calibration object should be placed where the target motion
took place for maximum accuracy, and be visible from both cameras. It is not essential that all points
of the calibration object are visible, but a minimum of 6 points is advised; the more points used during
calibration, the more accurate it will be.
Calibration – when digitising the calibration object (the tips of the peaks in the objects in Fig A), time
should be taken to reduce errors in order to achieve maximum accuracy. Zooming in helps to digitise
more accurately both the calibration object and target objects in the recording.

Modelling geometrical 3D anatomy, skin detailing and fitting the animation skeleton
Accurate modelling of the 3D form of an animal is dependent on good reference photography, and the
most helpful photos are plan and profile views of the animal. Images by professional nature photographers
are often the best in this respect because the photos are captured in the natural environment with
advanced cameras. Moreover, the essence of the subject is better captured due to the technical and artistic
skill of the photographer. With these references in place, modelling can commence.
Animal forms are ideally modelled in an outstretched pose when shaping a 3D form gradually from
a basic cube and adding successive iterations with polygon subdivisions, extrusions, squeezes and stretches
(Fig 1 of the main paper). The initial pose is important, and there are a number of reasons why 3D human
characters, for example, are often modelled in a pose with outstretched arms and legs, similar to Leonardo
da Vinci’s famous illustration L’Uomo Vitruviano. The first reason is symmetry. Some 3D character
modellers prefer to make the 3D software ‘mirror’ (that is, reflect and duplicate) the left or right side of the
model as they work. The second reason is that a model in a symmetrical pose is much easier onto which we
can map textures, just as a tailor or dressmaker prefers to fit their fabrics on a freestanding model or
mannequin. The first stage of texturing isn’t too dissimilar from some of the techniques used in taxidermy,
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in that the 3D artist is primarily concerned with the digital recreation of cut out sections of the animal’s skin
or hide, which is then fitted or ‘wrapped’ around the animal’s geometry (Fig Ba).
Once painted and fitted, this coloured hide or skin
can be duplicated and changed to a black and white
bump map, where the 3D software reads the white as
slightly embossed/extruded and black and as
depressed/pitted. The result is what seems to be a
tactile and detailed skin surface (Fig Bb).
The final reason for a symmetrical pose is that
fitting an articulated 3D skeleton is unnecessarily
complicated if the limbs or body of the model is twisted
out of symmetry, because the joints of the animation
skeleton are ideally reflected and duplicated once they
are created. In the case of the lizard, the joints created
within the left foreleg or hind leg could be mirrored
and duplicated for the right foreleg or hind leg
respectively.

Figure B | (a) The 3D model of a Jacky dragon
with a textured, painted skin. This image was
captured after the internal skeleton was
fitted, so that the 3D model could be ‘posed’,
much like traditional plasticine animation
figures with a wire skeleton. (b) The 3D
model of a Jacky Dragon with a ‘bump map’ –
this texture is beneath the coloured one in
(a).
(c) Joint hierarchy or skeleton for the lizard

The process of fitting an internal animation
skeleton, called ‘rigging ‘, can be divided into three
stages: creating the virtual skeleton, setting the joints
to influence the model geometry, and creating the
controller objects to manipulate the joints. The first
and most important stage is creating the skeleton and
positioning the joints in correct locations. However, it
isn’t necessary to include every bone, and joints can
also be used to deform parts of the body that are not
associated with bones, for example, joints can be used
in the wing feathers of an animated 3D model of bird to
flex and provide secondary motion in flight.

Attaching the model to the skeleton is referred to
as skinning. There are many techniques to deform the
model. For high visual realism, it is necessary to create
an intermediate muscle structure beneath the surface
that deforms accurately as joints rotate. To aid in the
manipulation of poses, additional objects can be
created to serve as the controls for different parts of
the body. These control objects are connected or
rigged to modifiers and constraints that in turn
manipulate the skeleton and geometry (see Fig Bc). The process is analogous to the construction of a
marionette where a range of movements is achieved by a small set of control bars, connected to the
puppet with strings. Once the 3D model is connected (skinned) to the skeleton it is then ready for
animation.
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Modelling landscapes and plants
Environmental scenes tend to lead to high polygon counts. This places greater demand on the computer,
which can make the scene unstable and result in the software quitting unexpectedly. Users can minimize
processing delays or software failures by following these tips:
•

Plan your scene in advance – This way you can decide your camera placement ahead of time in order
to build the most detailed parts of a scene where they will bring the most return.

•

Plan your camera angles - Build details according to need in order to reduce unnecessary
details/polygons. In particular, build detailed models towards the camera, as objects that are far away
from the camera or outside of the field of view will create unnecessary polygon counts that slows the
processing power eventually affect the render time. The use of ‘2D billboards’ with photographic or
rendered images on such objects can serve equally well for background objects that increase visual
complexity without harming the scene integrity.

•

Separate the scene into different layers – this is essential for environmental scenes as certain layers
can be switched off to save processing power during the animating stage. The primary layer to keep
separate is the grass layer, as it will have an extremely high polygon count. This can be especially
problematic when adding in dynamic wind simulation as each movement will be calculated separately
for each blade of grass. Other objects such as plants, fallen timber and rocks will also need to be built in
separate layers.

•

Minimise polygon counts of plants – it is very important to reduce polygon counts where possible.
Building small structures in 3D, such as branches and foliage, will cost a lot of processing power. One
solution is to have these structures included in the texture plane as highly detailed textures rather than
building a detailed geometry model (Fig. C). Use large planes attached to your branch geometry rather
than single leaves. The same rule goes for building the local terrain as most of the details can be
achieved using textures, examples of these details can be small rocks, clumps of dirt, and cracks on the
ground or rocks. However, when applying textures is it important to keep in mind that high-quality
images can also slow down rendering process as the render can only take a limited size of images.

Figure C | (a) To reduce overall polygon count in the scene, a detailed texture map can be used for plant
foliage - the black region of the image is transparent during rendering. (b) Simple polygons are used to
represent leaves instead of building the complex leaf shape and leaf ridge. (c) A close-up showing the
polygons with the mapped texture, and (d) a quick render showing the near to final appearance of the
leaves on the shrub.
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Common mistakes when building 3D models: animals and plants
The process of building a 3D model can be quite complex. It is important to understand that there are
restrictions on how the polygons can be shaped and deformed within the software to keep the 3D model as
physically accurate as possible. Failure to do so can result in errors of ‘bad geometry’ and will impact the
animation process. Common mistakes when building a 3D model include:
•

Creating n-gons: as 3D models are made up of polygons and surfaces, any face with more than 4
vertexes is regarded as an n-gon, that is any polygons with five or more sides (as shown in Fig. D).
This can cause issues when sculpting polygons as it creates unwanted deformations in the model
especially in the later stage of rigging and animating.

Figure D | A geometry with n-gon (left) highlighted in orange where the face
has eight vertices/edges; right is the geometry in its correct form with each
face connected with four or less vertices/edges.
•

Non-manifold: this happens when too many faces are connected to one vertex or one edge as
shown in Fig. E. A non-manifold polygon has a configuration that cannot be unfolded into a
continuous flat piece and is not compatible with many physical algorithms within Maya and other
3D modelling software.

Figure E | Three common situations that creates non-manifold geometries. Left - three
or more faces share an edge; Middle - two or more faces share a single vertex but no
edge; Right - adjacent faces have opposite normal. (normals are represented by the
green line in the middle of the geometry).
•

High valence vertex or poles occur when too many edges converge in one vertex (Fig. F). This
makes it very hard to correctly sculpture the polygon and can lead to inaccuracies during
animation. Also, when the mash gets smoothed for rendering, it can create uneven or incorrect
structures such as bumps or even holes in the model.
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Figure F | A geometry with high
valence vertex - region highlighted
in orange - where there are six
edges joined at one vertex.

•

Double extrusion result during the shaping process when a face on the polygon is selected to be
extruded but not properly pulled out. This creates edges with zero length and geometry area, also
known as degenerated face (Fig. G).

Users are likely to experience a combination of these errors, and for a variety of different reasons.
However, they are usually not easy to spot. Fortunately, Maya provides inbuilt Cleanup functions that can
help users to identify issues associated with each of the mistakes listed above (& others). There are many
useful online resources that provide detailed instructions on how to utilize these Cleanup options in the
modelling process. A search of the world-wide-web using the search terms ‘bad geometry cleanup’ will
locate a number of suitable resources.
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Figure. G | Example of double
extrusion.
Top – One face of an object has been
selected for extrusion (pulling out) highlighted in orange - but the
procedure was not carried out by the
user. The action of selecting part of an
object for extrusion and not
implementing the action creates an
error resulting in unnecessary,
additional polygons that has
implications for later stages of
animating.

Middle – The error is not obvious
when viewed in the standard window,
as the geometry appears to be
normal.

Bottom – However, when we split the
geometry open using the vertex/edge
tool, the error is revealed. The face
with the error appears with extra
edges around it, shown as red lines in
the figure.
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Autodesk Maya scene files
The video and Maya scene file used to create these animations, along with linked components such as
texture maps, can be downloaded from: dx.doi.org/10.4225/22/596d6a4d6f9cf
The scene file available for download – Sample Environment.mb – is contained in a zipped folder. Included
in the folder are plant objects and textures required for the scene. Retain the folder names and structure
when unzipping so that links to these files are not broken.
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Movie S2.1 - Rendered videos of animations used in the paper

Video presenting the animation sequences created for this paper: wind conditions (wind-still, calm, strong
wind), background (rock, grass), signaller-plant distance (same, separated) and light environment (overcast,
sunny). [MP4 video; 1280 x 720 pixels]. The video can be viewed at: dx.doi.org/10.4225/22/596d6a4d6f9cf
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Figure. S2.1 – Quantifying differences between sequences

(a) Quantifying signal efficacy used sequences featuring the lizard display and no background movement or
variation in light (left panel). These sequences were analysed using a gradient detector model for image
motion computation (Peters, Clifford & Evans 2002) that quantifies the speed and direction of movement
(middle panel). These motion vectors were used to define a binary mask [1,0] to indicate the location of
detectable motion (right panel). A unique binary mask was determined for each frame. (b) Saliency analysis
(Herel, Koch & Perona 2006) was undertaken to predict areas of the scene that would attract attention (left
panel). The saliency map was multiplied by the binary mask (middle panel) to result in the relative saliency
of the lizard movement (right panel), which we use to represent the relative efficacy of the signal. The top
row shows data for the signal in wind-still conditions, while the bottom row depicts results for the signal in
windy conditions.
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Figure. S2.2 – Contrasting habitats of Amphibolurus muricatus and Gowidon longirostris

(a) Representative coastal habitat of the Jacky dragon (A. muricatus) comprising shrubs and grasses located
in Murramarang National Park, New South Wales, Australia. (b) Jacky dragon basking on rock surrounded
by Lomandra sp. at the same location (c) Representative rocky gorge environment inhabited by the longnosed dragon (G. longirostris) located in West MacDonnell Ranges National Park, Northern Territory,
Australia. (d) Long-nose dragon basking on an exposed rock at the same location.
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ABSTRACT
Knowledge of the environment in which animals operate and the sensory processing
demands that mediate behaviour in an ecological context are crucial for understanding
animal communication systems. Understanding how environmental factors constrain
communication strategies requires quantifying both the signal and noise in detail, as has
been demonstrated in studies of acoustic and colour signals for some time. However,
comparable investigations of movement-based animal signals and the signalling
environment is limited. There is now growing evidence that the dynamics of motion noise,
in the form of wind-blown plant-movement, are a major sensory constraint for movementbased signals. However, progress has been limited as traditional techniques for
understanding the ecological constraints on movement-based signals have proven
insufficient. My study utilised an innovative approach to quantify motion ecology by
simulating a signalling animal in a natural habitat using highly realistic 3D animations, which
afforded unprecedented control over the signal and the circumstances in which signalling
takes place. Using the Jacky dragon Amphibolurus muricatus as a model species, I quantified
the efficacy of signal in noise under different combinations of wind and light environments,
and quantified the potential benefit of signalling faster, or in different orientations relative
to the background. I also examined signal performance as a function of varying receiver
operating characteristics. The results suggest that prevailing environmental conditions at
the time of signalling do indeed affect the efficacy of movement-based signals, with wind
and light levels interacting to influence efficacy. I found that faster speeds and selecting
particular orientations can be beneficial, but signal efficacy comes down to the interaction
between wind conditions, the light environment, signaller orientation and thresholds for
receiver responses.
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INTRODUCTION
The remarkable diversity of animal communication systems is a function of the complex
interaction between social context, receiver sensory systems and the signalling environment
(Ryan et al. 1990, Endler 1992, Ord et al. 2002). The sensory drive model of signal evolution
suggests that the structure of the most effective signal is strongly influenced by habitat
characteristics, promoting signal diversity as a consequence of niche selection by species
and populations (Endler 1992, Leal and Fleishman 2004). For instance, the song structure of
great tits (Parus major) varies between forest and open woodlands (Hunter and Krebs
1979), allopatric populations of cricket frogs (Acris crepitans) produce different calling
structures between pine wood and open grasslands (Ryan et al. 1990), and similarly, the
divergence in vibrational signals produced by insects varies due to host plant selection
(Cocroft and Rodriguez 2005). The sensory drive model also highlights the role of receiver
sensory systems. An effective signal must stimulate the sensory system of an intended
receiver after it travels through often ecologically-complex environments (Endler 1992).
During transmission, signals inevitably degrade due to attenuation, diffraction, pattern loss
and other distorting effects of the transmission properties of the environment (Morton
1975, Lythgoe 1979, Endler 1990, Endler 1992). Therefore, it makes sense that natural
selection will favour signalling behaviour that maximises signalling efficacy (Endler 1992,
1993a, Fleishman 1992), such that the specific transmission properties of different habitats
determine the optimal structure of a signal (Wiley and Richards 1983).
Another important constraint on effective communication is irrelevant sensory
stimulations in the same modality (Fleishman 1986, Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005, Witte et
al. 2005). In order for a signal to be effective, intended receivers need to be able to
distinguish it from competing stimulations from within the habitat that might interfere with
reliable detection and processing by receivers (Endler 1992, Fleishman 1992). These
irrelevant stimulations might have biotic or abiotic origins and can be broadly classed as
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environmental noise. The masking effects of environmental noise have been demonstrated
widely in many signalling modalities including acoustic (Lengagne and Slater 2002), seismic
(Narins 1990), chemosensory (Atema 1995), electrical (Gabbiani et al. 1996) and visual
signals (Fleishman and Persons 2001, Peters et al. 2007). Variation in the ambient noise
spectra across habitats can lead to divergence in signal structure (Slabbekoorn and Smith
2002), while spectral characteristics of the relative light environments are suggested to
contribute to divergence in reflectance patterns of different populations (McCoY et al.
1997). However, the environmental conditions in which animals communicate are not
constant, and the structure of a given habitat will affect moment-to-moment variation in
signalling conditions (Fleishman 1986; Peters 2008). Therefore, to convey information
effectively, animals may adjust signal structure or behaviour, such as the timing of signalling
in the presence of sympatric congeners (Greenfield 1988), increase amplitude or intensity of
the signal at times of increased environmental noise (Cynx et al. 1998, Ord et al. 2007) or
change visual angle to enhance detectability of visual signals (Klomp et al. 2017). Therefore,
understanding habitat structure and environmental conditions at the time of signalling is of
fundamental importance to explain signal design and to identify the neural processing
strategies that are used to detect these signals.
There is now growing interest in the role of habitat characteristics for visual signals,
as visual signals are one of the most salient features in the animal kingdom and are
taxonomically wide-spread, from mammals (Rundus et al. 2007) and reptiles (Ramos and
Peters 2016) to invertebrates (Elias et al. 2006). The detectability of visual signals is partly
determined by the environment in which the signal is emitted (Endler 1992) and the efficacy
of the signal is influenced by different environmental conditions, such as light intensity or
visual noise (e.g. windblown vegetation). For instance, some bird species have been shown
to adjust their body orientation or selectively display in sunlight to increase iridescent
colouration of their feathers (Bortolotti et al. 2011, Sicsu et al. 2013) or choose specific
lekking positions to make best use of the light available in the environment (Endler and
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Thery 1996). More recently, gliding lizards (Draco sumatranus) were shown to orientate
themselves relative to the position of the sun to enhance their social displays to conspecifics
(Klomp et al. 2017). While the effect of light environments is well established in respect to
colour-based visual signals, whether and how it is relevant to motion based visual signals
has been under-appreciated. The relevance of the light environment includes variation in
light intensity (Endler 1993b) and dappled light effects, which are a consequence of light
passing through foliage. Foliage shadows cast onto substrates, swaying naturally with the
wind, are an additional source of motion noise. Furthermore, the distracting effect of this
noise might vary dynamically as light intensity varies. Variation in intensity might occur over
a relatively short time period due to the influence of cloud cover, or over a long time period
as a consequence of the position of the sun in the sky. The consequence of these variations
is to alter the luminance profile of the scene, including the magnitude of changes from low
to high contrast. This is relevant because the perception of motion by biological vision
systems requires luminance information from the scene (Cropper and Wuerger 2005), and
plays an important role in grouping individual perceptual objects to facilitate the
segmenting of scenes into distinct figures (Leonards and Singer 1998). Therefore, I speculate
that the luminance profile of the scene will impact the figure-ground segmentation
mechanisms involved in detecting relevant movement-based visual signals of animals.
The main source of noise for motion signals is the physical movements of windblown plants (Fleishman 1986, Ord et al. 2007, Peters et al. 2007). Fleishman (1986) was the
first to experimentally address the potential masking effect of plant motion, showing that
the responses of lizards to the salient movement of territorial displays was hindered by
plant motion in the background. Using Fourier analysis to characterise the movement of
single blades of grass, he subsequently showed that plant motion varied as a function of
species and the prevailing wind conditions (Fleishman 1988a). Several studies have
extended Fleishman’s early work by analysing the motion of whole plants (Peters and Evans
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2003a) and microhabitats (Peters et al. 2008, Fleishman and Pallus 2010) using
computational motion analysis.
However, movement-based animal signals and the plant environments they inhabit
are particularly difficult to quantify in detail. The seemingly simple movements of plants in
fact represents one of the most complex features of the environment. As the geometry of
plants varies from one to another, the physical response to wind will likely be different even
within the same species, while the topography of individual habitats will affect the plants’
relative exposure to wind (Hannah et al. 1995). Different microhabitats are thus likely to
reflect distinct ‘image motion environments’ (Peters 2013). Therefore, the first question
guiding the present study was: how does variation in environmental conditions constrain the
efficacy of a movement-based signal? Although we only have limited understanding of the
sensory constraints plant-motion noise have on movement-based signals, the importance of
such constraints is evident by watching the animals themselves. Multiple species of lizard
have been shown to adjust their motion signalling strategies to compensate for the masking
effect of plant motion (Ord et al. 2007, Peters et al. 2007, Ord and Stamps 2008). For
instance, the Australian Jacky dragon Amphibolurus muricatus prolongs introductory tailflicking during their territorial displays in response to greater plant motion in the habitat
(Peters et al. 2007), and male Anolis lizards were shown to include rapid body movements
to enhance signal intensity in noisy environments (Ord and Stamps 2008). While increasing
the duration and speed of the display are known to be strategies that lizards use, which I
infer enhances signal efficacy, changes in signal orientation might also have an effect on
movement-based signals, as they seemingly do for colour-based signals (Klomp et al. 2017).
The detection of visual signals is highly dependent on viewer orientation. Indeed studies of
visual colour signals indicated that the detection of a signal is influenced by both visual
angle (Giurfa et al. 1996) and distance (de Ibarra et al. 2001). With this in mind, I suspect
that orientation relative to surrounding plant motion in the environment might also be
relevant for the efficacy of movement-based signals. Therefore, the second question I
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address herein is: how effective at improving signal efficacy are adjustments in signalling
speed and changing signalling orientation?
In order to address the questions above, I need to be able to assess the efficacy of
movement-based signals in a variety of contexts. However, simultaneous measurements of
plant movements, microhabitat structure, environmental variables and animal signals are
technically challenging, and obtaining sufficient variation in the parameters of interest is
impractical in nature. Instead, I recently argued that these questions could be approached
using simulated natural environments using 3D animation, and demonstrated the potential
utility of sophisticated 3D animation models as a tool for exploring the evolutionary
constraints on movement-based signals (Bian et al. 2018; Chapter 2). While it is crucial that
the simulations created are based on data from real environments (Chouinard-Thuly et al.,
2017), the ability to faithfully simulate lighting, shadows, geometry, motion and time-based
transitions within animations provides us with powerful tools to generate realistic
environmental changes. My strategy for building the 3D simulations makes use of real data
on the signalling dynamics of lizards, and the environments in which they are generated.
The end results are sophisticated animations with all parameters under direct control (Bian
et al. 2018). The selective agents for assessing signal effectiveness in this study are not real
lizards, but computational models of visual selective attention. I employed the saliencybased computational model described by Itti et al. (1998) that predicts areas of a scene that
captures attention. Saliency analysis models selective attention to objects by scanning a
saliency map computed from local feature contrasts, including motion (Harel et al. 2007). By
focussing on local features, like contrast, colour and motion, such models are considered to
be adopting a bottom-up approach. I utilised the same computational approach to assessing
the relative efficacy of animal motion signals in the present study and I describe the result in
terms of signal efficacy, but in so doing do not dismiss the complexity involved in visual
attention of natural scenes. As pointed out by Tatler et al. (2011), image saliency can explain
certain aspects of visual attention, but explanatory power is limited because of several key
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assumptions inherent to saliency analysis, such as relying on simple features and bottom-up
selection, as well as ignoring characteristics of visual systems that result in non-uniform
sampling of scenes.
Natural environments are full of stochastic events, but only a small proportion of
movement is relevant to animal receivers. The sensory and brain properties of receivers
operate to filter out much of the seemingly irrelevant sensory stimulation (Eckert and Zeil
2001). Furthermore, selective attention to a specific event, such as movement-based animal
signals, results from a complex interaction between the observer’s sensory capability, the
specific context and potential payoffs of responding or not responding, past learning ability,
and other visual distractions that might occur at the time of visual searching (Chapman and
Underwood 1998, Land et al. 1999, Kuhn and Tatler 2005). As such, the same signal, under
the same environmental conditions, might not attract the attention of every potential
receiver, or might not always attract the attention of the same receiver at different times.
As suggested by signal detection theory, it is useful to consider the process of attentional
capture as utilising a threshold for response, which influences the probability of correctly
detecting a signal (success), missing a signal that was present (miss), responding when a
signal was not present (false alarm) or correctly rejecting sensory stimulation in the absence
of a signal (Wiley 2006, Wiley 2013, Wiley 2015). Consequently, in order to quantify the
efficacy of a given signal in noise in the present study, I have incorporated into the analysis
variation in receiver thresholds. I operationally define low threshold values to represent
receivers that are relatively non-discriminating in the cues that might attract attention,
while high threshold values to represent receivers that will only attend to specific, highly
salient cues. By incorporating variation in receiver thresholds, I considered whether signals
are robust to variation in the operating characteristics of receivers (Swets 1973) as well as in
the environmental or ecological context I specified.
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The model system chosen to address my questions of interest was the Australian
Jacky dragon (A. muricatus), which can be found in a variety of habitats including coastal
heath, rocky outcrops and dry woodlands. Coastal heath environments mask the
movement-based signals of these lizards to a greater extent compared with rock or
woodland habitats (Ramos and Peters 2017), and was selected to be the environmental
setting for the animations. Created using real-world data, I used the animation environment
to address my questions of interest. To consider how variation in environmental conditions
constrains the efficacy of a movement-based signal, I generated 100 animations in which I
systematically manipulated the wind (plant movements) and light conditions, while holding
the structure of the signal and the position of the receiver constant. To determine whether
behavioural strategies might be able to mitigate the masking effect of environmental
conditions, I held environmental variables and receiver position constant and, in separate
sets of simulations, adjusted the speed of movement and varied the orientation of the
signaller. Based on previous studies, I predicted that increased wind conditions will reduce
signal efficacy (Fleishman 1986, Ord et al. 2007, Peters et al. 2007, Ord and Stamps 2008).
The effect of the light environment on movement-based signalling has not been
investigated previously but given its relevance for motion vision systems I anticipate it will
have a mediating effect. I also anticipated benefits to increasing signalling speed (Ord et al.
2007) and speculated that signal efficacy would also be affected by changing orientation of
the signaller.
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METHODS
Computer animation is an innovative approach to understand the sensory constraints
inherent to dynamic environments (Bian et al. 2018; Chapter 2). The ability of animation to
faithfully simulate lighting, shadows, colour, geometry, motion and time-based transitions
has made it a valuable tool in medical imaging, engineering, geophysics and plant biology
(Shinya and Fournier 1992, Stam 1997, Sakaguchi and Ohya 1999, Wei et al. 2003, Ota et al.
2004, Wong and Datta 2004, Akagi and Kitajima 2006, Zhang et al. 2007, Habel et al. 2009,
Khorloo et al. 2011). Using data from habitat surveys and video of the Jacky dragon’s (A.
muricatus) motion signalling sequence, I reconstructed the animal and its microhabitat
using realistic 3D models in Maya©2015 (Bian et al. 2018). I created three sets of
simulations to address my research questions: manipulations of wind and light conditions,
changing the speed of the signal, and varying the orientation of the signaller. Rendered
videos of these simulations were analysed using saliency models of selective attention in
order to predict motion signal efficacy under a variety of contexts.
Creating 3D lizard model and microhabitat
I provide here a quick overview of the construction process for 3D animation; see Bian et al.
(2018) for detailed descriptions. The territorial displays of Jacky dragons were filmed in the
field using a dual camera system (Ramos and Peters 2017), and one display was selected as
representative of the set. Using a free Matlab (Mathworks Inc) toolbox (Hedrick 2008), I
digitized the position of multiple body parts throughout the sequence and reconstructed the
signalling motion in 3D (see Peters et al. 2016 and Bian et al. 2016 for applications of this
technique). To begin creating the 3D animation, I built the lizard model using a subdivisionmodelling technique, which involves sculpturing and texturing the model using real
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morphological measurements and photographs of skin textures. After building the model, I
added a virtual skeleton that allows precise control of movement of the whole model and its
parts. The lizard’s signalling behaviour was animated using a key-frame technique, where
the position data from a frame-by-frame analysis of field recordings of the display were
used to set the coordinates for each part of the body at relevant frames throughout the
sequence. I finished with a display sequence to match the model species that comprises
four distinct components including introductory tail-flicking followed by limb-waving, pushups and whole-body movements.
Jacky dragons inhabit woodlands and coastal heath of southeast Australia and are
often seen perched on fallen timber (Cogger 1978). The habitat I created contains relevant
features rather than a specific habitat (Figure 3.1). Landscape topography and plant models
were created using the same method as the lizard model and were integrated with an
inbuilt Maya script that provides physically accurate and realistic plant movements (Akagi
and Kitajima 2006). With the ground landscape completed, lighting and shadows were
added to the scene. A single directional light was added to simulate the sun and thereby
create naturally overcasting shadows from rocks, logs and plants. The position and scale of
lights was controlled using transformation tools within Maya.
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Figure 3.1 | (a) Representative habitat of Jacky dragons Amphibolurus muricatus along the southeast coast of Australia, and (b) a basking adult Jacky dragon. (c) Rendered frame of the 3D animation
environment showing the simulated habitat and lizard.
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Changing environmental variables
Manipulations of wind and light
To test whether motion signal efficacy is influenced by prevailing environmental conditions,
I varied the wind and light conditions systematically while keeping the signalling sequence
constant. The manipulation of light levels was not simply to adjust intensity values uniformly
across the scene, but to alter the strength and range of dappled lighting surrounding the
lizard (Figure 3.2a, top). This was done by adding a directional light integrated with a
sequence of black and white moving foliage photographs as textures to create the effect of
dappled light casting shadows onto surrounding objects. The outcome of these
manipulations was to change the luminance profile of the scene, from relatively flat to
strongly jagged luminance profiles (Figure 3.2a, bottom). For the remainder of the chapter, I
refer to differences in luminance between versions of the animations. It is important to
note, however, that luminance is a function of light intensity, the reflective properties of the
object and the angle of view.
In the manipulation of plant motion under wind, I systematically increased the
extent of plant motion noise across the scene (Figure 3.2b). Plant models were integrated
and controlled with an inbuilt script in Maya that guides plant movement based on
physically accurate equations. I obtained the desired properties by manually adjusting the
controllers for each plant, rendering animations of the scene and analysing them using
computational motion analysis techniques (Peters et al. 2002). The end result was a unique
set of ten values for each plant that generated increasing levels of motion noise across the
scene, albeit in a non-linear manner (Figure 3.2b). One hundred animation sequences were
created from the factorial combination of 10 light levels and 10 wind conditions. An
additional sequence was created featuring the displaying lizard in the absence of plant
movement and featuring a flat luminance profile. This sequence provided a baseline against
which the other sequences were compared, as explained below. All sequences were
rendered with the lizard orientated sideways to the camera and exported as images (720 x
576 pixels) and composed into 8 second videos (200 frames at 25 frames/s).
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Figure 3.2 | The animation environment enables control of light and wind-induced plant motion. (a)
Representative frames for varying light conditions (levels 1, 4 and 7). Below each image is the
horizontal luminance profile, corresponding to the position of the arrow in each frame. The
luminance value is represented here by intensity values in the range [0 255] following grayscale
conversion in Matlab. (b) Animation sequences featuring plant motion in the absence of lizard
movements were analysed using computational motion analysis (Peters et al 2002). The resulting
speed data for each frame was extracted and combined (ignoring time). I calculated kernel density
estimates of these speeds using the ksdensity function in Matlab to generate a vector of relative
probability of different image motion speeds (probability density). The probability density is plotted
separately for all ten animation sequences (different line colours). Inset: Enlargement of the fast
speed end of the distribution highlights the non-linear change across the set of animations.
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Behavioural strategies
Behavioural adjustments are well documented in animals utilising acoustic signals to
enhance signal efficacy (Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005). Animals are shown to increase the
amplitude or intensity of their acoustic signals at times of increased environmental noise
(Cynx et al. 1998, Brumm 2004, Patricelli and Blickley 2006). Similarly, animals using
movement-based signals have been shown to increase signalling speed to overcome
increased motion noise (Ord et al. 2007), and previous work on related species has shown
that the detection of oscillating lures against a moving background is facilitated when the
lure oscillates at higher frequencies (Fleishman 1986). Interestingly, Peters et al. (2007)
found that A. muricatus tailors its motion signal strategy not by increasing signal speed but
the duration of the introductory tail flick under high levels of motion noise in the
environment, and the angular speed of the tail flick did not differ between calm and windy
conditions. However, if I could increase the signalling speed of the animal, would it help to
facilitate signal efficacy in A. muricatus?
Increasing signalling speed
The first set of simulations indicated that moderate wind and scenes with a moderately
jagged luminance profile affect signal efficacy. To explore whether increasing signalling
speed would improve this outcome, I selected one sequence featuring the lizard orientated
sideways to the camera under moderate wind and a moderately jagged luminance profile to
represent ‘normal’ signal speed. I then created two new animations in which I increased the
signalling speed to both 1.5 and 2 times faster than that of the normal sequence. To achieve
this, I compressed the total number of frames (n=160) featuring lizard signalling movements
to 120 frames (fast speed) and 80 frames (faster speed) respectively, while retaining the
same sequence and amplitude of movements. Importantly, manipulations of the timing of
lizard movements has no effect on plant movements as all objects in the scene (lizard,
plants etc) are controlled independently. However, shorter signal durations mean the lizard
movements will be viewed against only a small-time window of plant movement relative to
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the normal sequence. To account for this, I created multiple replicates of each, shifting the
starting position of the signal sequence by 10 frame increments (0.4s in duration) within the
animation to make sure that the signal overlaps with all background noise of the original
sequence. This generated five and nine sequences for the fast and faster sequences
respectively (Figure 3.3). I also created separate baseline sequences for the fast and faster
sequences, featuring no plant motion and a relatively flat luminance profile. All sequences
were exported as images (720 x 576 pixels) and composed into 8 second videos (200 frames
at 25 frames/s).
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Figure 3.3 | In order to investigate the potential benefit of signalling faster, I compressed the
number of frames in the normal speed sequence to represent sequences (a) 1.5 x (fast) and (b) 2.0 x
(faster) the normal speed. Importantly, the sequence and amplitude of movements is the same for
each speed, and the process of changing the time-frame over which lizard displays occurs has no
effect on other components in the animation, including plant movements. The fast and faster display
sequences were completed in a shorter time frame than the normal sequence and therefore seen
against different plant motion conditions. To account for this potential source of variation, I created
multiple versions of each to ensure the new signal overlaps with all of the background noise of the
normal sequence. This was achieved by shifting the starting point by increments of 10 frames (0.4 s),
resulting in five and nine sequences for fast (a) and faster (b) lizard display speeds.
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Changing signaller orientation
As the movement-based signals of Jacky dragons sweep 3D space, viewing angle is likely to
impact which parts of the moving animal will be seen by the receiver. To explore whether
this affects the efficacy of the signal, I created five sequences in which the orientation of the
lizard relative to the background varied so as to be viewed from the front, side, angled left
and right, and from behind (back; Figure 3.4a). The position of the camera remained the
same as in all previous animations, and consequently the plant background was also
unchanged. In this way I could compare the signal efficacy of different body orientations
against the same motion background; the alternative of moving the camera around the
lizard would have simultaneously changed the background as well (Ramos and Peters 2017).
I created 10 animations for each body orientation featuring the factorial combination of
three levels of wind and light, plus a baseline sequence with no plant motion. All sequences
were exported as images (720 x 576) and composed into 8 second videos (200 frames at 25
frames/s).
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Figure 3.4 | I manipulated the position of the lizard in the scene to examine whether signal
effectiveness is mediated by signaller orientation. (a) Five different orientations were considered:
front-on, side-on, angled left, angled right and from behind (back) respectively from left to right. (b) I
chose to change the orientation of the signaller rather than position of the viewer (camera position)
as the latter includes concomitant changes in the background. For example, differences in signal
effectiveness between the lizard in (b) and (c) under identical plant movements is attributable to the
change in signaller orientation. However, the effect of changing orientation when comparing (a) and
(d) is confounded by the very different plant movement backgrounds.
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Sequence analysis: salience of lizard displays
My analytical approach to determining the efficacy of lizard displays in noise is summarised
in Figure 5 and was undertaken in Matlab (Mathworks Inc). Animation sequences were
analysed frame-by-frame (Figure 3.5a) to determine relative salience across the scene. I
employed a saliency-driven computational model described by Itti et al. (1998) that involves
scanning of local features such as contrast and motion to produce a saliency map for a given
scene. The saliency map uses the computed values from local features as well as global
information to generate a prediction on salient areas of the scene (Harel et al. 2007) in the
range [0,1], with higher values representing the more salient areas (Figure 3.5c). Using the
relevant baseline sequence for the animation in question, I computed a binary mask that
specified where lizard movement is taking place within the scene. This was obtained by
computing image motion in the baseline sequence, which contains only lizard display
movements, using a gradient detector model (Peters et al. 2002) and thresholding the
output such that all movement above 0.5 pixels was set to 1 (Figure 3.5d; image size is 720 x
576 pixels). Multiplying the salience score with the binary mask retained only the salience
scores for lizard display movement in the scene (Figure 3.5e). This was repeated for all
frames in the sequence to yield a vector of relative salience for each frame in the sequence
(Figure 3.5f). I summarise these data further to determine the proportion of the sequence
that exceeded a threshold value (dashed line in Figure 3.5f). For most analyses, I varied the
value for this threshold by increments of 0.001 to provide a final estimate for the proportion
of a given sequence as a function of the threshold for response (Figure 3.5g).
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Figure 3.5 | A schematic representation of my
analytical approach to quantifying
effectiveness of lizard displays in the
animation sequences I created. Frames from
the animation sequence (a) are analysed using
saliency analysis (b; see text for details) to
yield a salience score in the range [0,1] for all
areas of the frame (c). These scores are
multiplied by a binary mask (d), which is
derived separately and indicates where signal
occurs [1] or does not occur [0]. This limits
scores to areas of lizard display movement
(e). The maximum value in this restricted set
of salience scores represents the score for the
respective frame in the sequence (f). The
attention of receivers is predicted if the score
exceeds a particular threshold; however, as
explained in the text, I do not assume a single
threshold for response. Rather I determine
the (g) proportion of the sequence that
exceeds a given threshold as a function of
different threshold values.
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RESULTS
Changing environmental variables: manipulations of wind and light
I tested the effect of environmental variables on signal efficacy by systematically varying
wind and light conditions and computed the proportion of each sequence that exceeded a
specified threshold value as a proxy for signal efficacy. Performance was subtly dependent
on the interaction between prevailing wind conditions, the luminance profile and receiver
response thresholds. I summarise the results in Figure 3.6, focusing on three receiver
thresholds. In general, performance declined as receivers became more discriminating
(comparing across surface plots) and as prevailing wind and concomitant plant motion
increased (arrow a in centre plot). Rapid reductions in performance were apparent in the
mid-range of wind speeds before performance flattens out. Performance improved to some
degree with increased visual contrast due to changing luminance profiles in the scene
(arrow b in centre plot). This was particularly clear for moderately discriminating receivers;
less discriminating receivers showed a rapid increase before it plateaus (values are close to
1), and highly discriminating receivers exhibited only a subtle increase. However, these
outcomes were at low to moderate wind levels.
Interestingly, when receivers are non-discriminating, and the luminance profile is
flat, an increase in prevailing wind actually led to an improvement in performance (Figure
3.6, arrow c). I explored this further by examining the proportion above threshold as a
function of changing thresholds, separating out the tail-flick and the rest of the display, for
three levels each of wind and light conditions (Figure 3.7a). The beneficial effect of
increased wind speed in this light environment is apparent for both the tail-flick component
and the rest of the display (Figure 3.7a). Furthermore, it seems that this result is driven
mostly by poor performance of both components of the signal in a scene with flatter
luminance profiles and low wind conditions, as the same movement in the same wind
conditions shows vast improvements when the luminance profile of the scene becomes
more jagged (black line shifted to the right in middle and right sections under low luminance
contrast in Figure 3.7a).
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Figure 3.6 | Signal effectiveness varied as a function of prevailing wind, the luminance profile of the
scene and receiver response thresholds. Surface plots show the proportion of sequence duration
that exceeds a specified threshold, as a function of wind strength and luminance contrast. Increased
wind strength results in greater plant motion noise, while higher luminance contrast accentuates
areas of light and dark. Separate plots are shown for different receiver response threshold: low
(0.25), medium (0.5) and high (0.75) levels of discrimination (from left to right, respectively). The
arrows labelled a, b and c highlight the main outcomes referred to in the text: performance declines
with increased wind speed (a), performance improves at low wind speeds with increased luminance
contrast (b) and at low receiver thresholds, and flat luminance profiles, performance improves from
low to moderate wind speeds (c).
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Figure 3.7.| Signal effectiveness was influenced by signaller orientation, but was also mediated by
the type of movement. Each plot shows the proportion of the lizard display with salience scores
exceeding receiver thresholds for response, presented separately for the tail flick and rest of the
display for three orientations: (a) side-on, (b) viewed from behind, (c) angled towards the right.
Separate plots are shown for scenes with low (left column), moderate (middle column), and strong
(right column) luminance contrast, while in each plot, lines represent low (black), moderate (blue)
and strong (red) wind conditions.
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Increasing signalling speed
To determine whether increasing signalling speed could improve signal efficacy, I produced
two series of animations featuring the model lizard signalling at a fast (150%) and faster
(200%) speed, using moderate wind conditions and a moderately jagged luminance profile.
Figure 8a presents the proportion of sequence duration above threshold as a function of
varying threshold levels for the original speed and the set of sequences exhibiting fast and
faster speeds. In general, the data do not indicate an improvement when the original
sequence duration is considered (8 s). There is, however, a slight improvement in
performance for faster sequences relative to the normal speed over medium to high
response thresholds (Figure 3.8a inset). Once again, sequences featuring faster movements
were most effective under moderate to high receiver thresholds. I explored these data
further by separating out the tail flick component and the rest of the display, and computed
mean salience scores for the lizard movements (Figure 3.9). Fast and faster tail movements
show modest improvement on the normal speed and were quite uniform across the range
of backgrounds (Figure 3.9a). In contrast, performance by the rest of the display was more
sensitive to the particular background against which it was viewed (Figure 3.9b). In Figure
8b, I use the time in motion as the denominator for calculating proportions rather than
sequence duration. When considered in this way, I observed a substantial improvement in
performance with increased signalling speed (Figure 3.8b).
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Figure 3.8 | Signalling faster improves the salience of signal movements compared with plant
movements, but reduces the time-frame over which the signal can be detected. The plots show the
proportion of the lizard display with salience scores exceeding receiver thresholds for response in
moderate wind (level 6) and luminance contrast (level 4). In each plot, the normal speed sequence
(black line) is compared with the set of sequences in which display speed was increased by 1.5 x
(blue; fast) and 2.0 x (orange; faster) the normal speed. The shaded regions for the fast and faster
sequences represent the minimum and maximum values for a given threshold. (a) Data is shown
using the full 8 s sequence duration, with the reduction in performance for the fastest display
movements a consequence of reduced time in motion. Despite this, the faster sequence was more
effective at mid-high thresholds (see inset). (b) Data are shown as a function of time in motion and
shows that both fast and faster movements are more salient than normal speed.
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Figure 3.9 | The salience scores of the tail flick component were lower than that of the rest of the
display, but the rest of the display showed greater variability in response to background conditions.
Bar charts show mean salience score of (a) tail flicks and (b) the rest of the display. Data are shown
for the sequence at normal speed (N) and the set of animations at 1.5 x (top row) and 2.0 x (bottom
row) normal speed. In each plot, the normal speed sequence (N) is shown in black, with the open
circle representing the mean (± SE) of the faster speed sequences to the right.
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Changing signaller orientation
The proportion of the sequence that exceeded a threshold as a function of changing
threshold in the baseline sequences is shown in Figure 3.10a, separately for each of the five
different signaller orientations. For this particular display and in the absence of noise,
performance was better when the signaller was oriented directly away from the receiver
(back) or angled away (either left or right). Viewing this sequence with the signaller-oriented
side on or facing the receiver were less effective. When I compared the salience of the
whole display (Figure 3.10b) with different signal components (Figure 3.10c, d), the result
showed that differences in signal efficacy due to signaller orientation is mainly driven by the
tail flick component. For the non-tail-flick component of the display, varying the orientation
of the signaller had a negligible effect on efficacy (Figure 3.10d).
I then considered the effect of signaller orientation when I varied the environmental
conditions and show that signaller orientation mediates signal performance. I previously
showed that in scenes with a flat luminance profile, adding plant motion improved
performance of both the tail flick and the rest of the display (Figure 3.7a). However, this
applies when viewed from the side, and is not apparent when the signaller is facing away
from the viewer (Figure 3.7b), and only applies to the tail flick component when the lizard is
angled to the right (Figure 3.7c). It shows also that the detrimental effect of increasing plant
motion varies according to signaller orientation.
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Figure 3.10 |. Signal
effectiveness was mediated
by signaller orientation, but
only for tail-flicking. (a) The
proportion of lizard displays
with salience scores
exceeding receiver
thresholds for response,
shown separately for five
different signaller
orientations. Summed
salience scores for the whole
display (b), and for the tail
flick component (c) and rest
of the display (d) separately.
The colour scheme in (a) is
the same as in (b)-(d)
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DISCUSSION
The movements of wind-blown plants are a major source of noise for movement-based
signals and only rarely have been quantified in detail (Fleishman 1986, Peters 2008,
Fleishman and Pallus 2010). Such image motion backgrounds are likely to hinder detection
of relevant visual motion signals in animals (Fleishman 1986) and direct the evolution of
effective communication strategies (Endler 1992). Knowledge of the environments in which
animals operate and the sensory processing demands that mediate behaviour in ecological
contexts is crucial in understanding motion signal processing (Fleishman 1988b). Physical
measurements of plant-motion alone do not provide sufficient details for understanding the
design of movement-based signal structure and the processing demands faced by animals.
My study presents an innovative approach using 3D animation to quantify motion signals
and environmental characteristics simultaneously, with the ability to systematically
manipulate one or more variables. The level of control within the animation environment
gave us the opportunity to obtain a more complete picture of sensory constraints imposed
by environmental conditions than previously attempted, and enabled us to assess whether
changes to signal structure can be used to remain salient in different image motion
environments. Although I could have varied many parameters relevant to the signalling
context in the simulation environment, I opted to focus on just a few parameters in detail.
The parameters that are varied in this study were shown empirically to be relevant (plant
movements, signal speed) or that I suggested in the Introduction are relevant based on
physical principles (light environment, signaller orientation). I discuss the results and their
implications below; however, I acknowledge from the outset that I have modelled a single
lizard display in a single habitat and thus my results are not suitable for inferential statistics
and generalizations are made with caution. Nevertheless, the simulations break new ground
for research into the motion ecology of animals and provides novel insight that can guide
future work.
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The results of the present set of simulations suggest that environmental conditions
at the time of signalling do indeed affect signal efficacy and behavioural changes can
mediate the masking effect of environmental noise. I acknowledge that although the agent
for selection utilised well-established tools for measuring salience of scenes (Itti et al. 1998),
there are limitations to its utility owing to inherent assumptions that do not reflect precisely
the complex interactions involved in predicting attentional capture in natural scenes (Tatler
et al. 2011). Much criticism of this approach centres on the use of static images, so adopting
a model that incorporates dynamic information (Harel et al. 2007) at the feature layer is a
step in the right direction, as well as being integral to my research question. Nevertheless,
the set of animations I have created can be reanalysed with different analytical approaches,
which I am currently investigating. For example, incorporating top-down guidance as to
where conspecifics are most likely to be located (Kanan et al. 2009) and explicitly modelling
non-uniform sampling by visual systems of natural scenes (Wischnewski et al. 2010) will be
useful extensions to the novel analysis I present herein, but require knowledge that is not
yet in hand for lizards.
Environmental conditions affect signal efficacy
A number of previous studies have demonstrated that plant-motion is an important sensory
constraint for the reception of movement-based signals in several lizard species including A.
muricatus (Fleishman 1986, Ord et al. 2007, Peters et al. 2007). Similarly, my analysis
showed an overall decline in signal efficacy as I systematically increased wind strength in the
simulated environment. However, my results offer an interesting caveat in that when
receivers are less discriminating, the effect of prevailing wind might actually facilitate
segmentation depending on the light environment and the orientation of the signaller. This
effect is not present when receivers become moderately to highly discriminating. Likewise,
the facilitating effect of increased luminance contrast at low wind levels flattens out when
receivers are more discriminating (Figure 3.6).
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Peters et al. (2008) has described in detail the image motion generated by different
plant communities under a range of meteorological conditions across multiple sites. Their
results demonstrated that plant-motion varied as a function of wind speed, plant structure
and habitat topography. Fleishman and Pallus (2010) demonstrated the importance of local
conditions for lizards when they modelled the signal detection task of receiver visual
systems for multiple species of Anolis lizards. Changing noise levels had a detrimental effect
for only one of five species, but the environmental conditions were moderate at worst. It
would be interesting to know whether signal performance would be adversely affected for
the other four species if noise levels spanned a greater range of conditions, as utilised in the
present study. However, although I quantified signal performance under an unprecedented
range of environmental conditions, my study focused on one signal in one habitat. Taking
the lead from Fleishman and Pallus (2010), I need to consider multiple signals and multiple
habitats to understand fully the environmental constraints on motion signalling. To this end,
in chapter 4 I have simulated multiple lizard species, which have very distinctive motor
patterns, and the different habitats they occupy. I will then have the ability to compare
signal performance in different habitats across different environmental conditions. More
importantly, this involves ‘swapping’ species between habitats to examine performance in a
manner that would not be possible in nature due to government regulations preventing
translocations outside of species’ natural ranges.
The current study provides novel insights into the effect of the light environment on
the efficacy of movement-based signals. As light passes through vegetated environments it
casts shadows and creates areas of rapid changes in light intensity. These areas can change
dynamically if the structures upon which the shadows are cast are moving, and furthermore,
if the objects causing the shadows are themselves moving. These features of the
environment are potentially very important for movement-based signals as the visual
systems of receivers use luminance differences to detect motion, and the perception of
movement is most reliable for areas of high-contrast. Matchette et al. (2018) recently
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demonstrated that detection of a moving prey item by human observers was more difficult
when prey moved across dynamic, dappled areas of the scene. This potential anti-predator
strategy is an option because it is a difficult visual processing task for the receiver. Similarly,
I show here that the interaction between luminance profiles and wind-blown plants can
mask a signal, however, this time the signaller wants to be seen. This is an underappreciated
area of investigation and worthy of further consideration. The light environment is
important for static visual signalling systems (Endler 1993b, Endler and Thery 1996) but the
present study suggests it is also relevant in a dynamic world.
Behavioural strategies can mediate the masking effect of environmental noise
Adjusting behaviour and the structure of signals to enhance signal reception in ‘noisy’
environments is widely observed in animals across diverse taxonomic groups (Ryan et al.
1990, Ord et al. 2007, Peters et al. 2007). In the present study, I showed quantitatively that
simple behavioural modifications can indeed improve efficacy of movement-based signals,
but whether these are actually useful strategies is more complicated. Animals that signal
faster could enjoy efficacy benefits, and my results suggest that doubling the speed of
movement is preferable. However, it is not clear whether such speeds are achievable in
lizards, or what the energetic demands of this extra activity might entail (Read et al. 2013).
The potential energetic demands are compounded when I consider that these faster
movements would need to be sustained over a longer time period (Peters and Evans 2003a).
Furthermore, signalling faster over sustained periods might also increase the risk of
predation by predators that also detect the movement (Steinberg et al. 2014). Finally, while
evaluating these extra costs, it is worth being mindful of the result that suggested displays
(excluding tail-flicks) are quite sensitive to the level of noise at the time of signalling. In
contrast, tail-flicks alone were less sensitive to noise conditions and might be better suited
to sustained signalling (Peters et al. 2007).
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The results also show that orientation of the signaller relative to surrounding plantmotion noise has implications for signal efficacy (Figure 3.7 and 3.10). The Jacky dragon
display consists of tail-flicks, followed by a rapid sequence of foreleg waves and other
movements centred on a push-up (Peters and Ord 2003, Ramos and Peters 2016). When I
partitioned out the tail-flick from the rest of the display I observed that tail movements
were susceptible to lizard orientation, but the rest of the display was more robust to
variation in orientation. This can be explained by the nature of the two sets of movements.
Tail movements in this species occur in random directions and can go in and out of view
depending on the structure of the environment and the presence of occluding objects. In
contrast, as the rest of the display has a far more restricted range of movement, and mostly
delivered in full view, it is relatively robust to changes in orientation. Signaller orientation
also appears to mediate performance in noise, and there are likely to be optimal
orientations for a given movement type that might reduce the effects of noise.
The two strategies investigated for mediating the masking effect of plant motion
thus seem to favour different components of the display. Tail-flicks show an improvement
with faster speeds, are less susceptible to prevailing noise levels and, I suggest, are less
costly during sustained signalling; yet they are susceptible to performance decrements due
to signaller orientation. In contrast, the rest of the display is robust to signaller orientation
and faster movements are beneficial. However, these must be weighed up against the
energetic and predation costs of such movements, which are undetermined at this stage.
How do these data and interpretations fit with what we know about Jacky dragon
behaviour? The analysis shows that faster signalling might be a strategy they could adopt,
but it is seemingly not what the lizards do in response to increased noise levels. Peters et al.
(2007) showed that lizards lengthened the duration of tail flicking without changing speeds
in windy conditions. They also switched to more intermittent movements. I held this
component constant in the present analysis because I was explicitly testing the same display
in different circumstances, but the efficacy benefit of structural variations of this kind
should be investigated.
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Concluding remarks
My study used an innovative approach to understand the complex effects of environmental
conditions on movement-based signal performance. I have quantified in detail an interactive
effect of changing environmental wind conditions and varying the luminance profile of the
scene. In addition to novel insight into the role of the light environment, I also suggest that
orientation of signallers relative to the surrounding plants is relevant, particularly for some
motor patterns. My approach to understanding animal communication is entirely novel, and
the results herein are very informative; however, the greater benefit of simulations like
mine comes from guiding work on living animals. On the basis of my results, I encourage
others working on motion-signalling species to take a fresh look at the circumstances in
which signalling takes place. For example, where do animals perform their display with
respect to surrounding plants and the light environment? How do animals position
themselves when signalling and how do they adjust positions during displays? Are there
conditions in which signalling does not take place? Finally, the present analysis suggests that
signal performance is very much a consequence of receiver thresholds for response. It is
worthwhile to know whether potential receivers of these types of displays exhibit varying
thresholds under different contexts. For example, when foraging and seeking out the
movements of potential prey (Hoese et al. 2008), are they more, less, or equally likely to
detect a conspecific territorial display?
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ABSTRACT
It is evident that environmental structures and habitat-specific characteristics can affect
signal transmission such that different habitats dictate the optimal signal. One way to
examine how the environment influences signals is by comparing changes in signal efficacy
in different habitats. Cross-habitat examination of signal efficacy between different habitats
has helped to explain signal divergence/convergence between populations and species
utilising acoustic and colour signals. Previous research has provided evidence for local
adaptations and signal divergence in many species of lizards, but comparative studies in
movement-based signals are rare due to technical difficulties in quantifying movements in
nature and ethical restrictions in translocating animals between habitats. I demonstrate in
this chapter that these issues can be addressed using 3D animations. In addition to the Jacky
dragon model I have developed in previous chapters, I constructed three additional lizard
models and their respective habitats and assessed the effectiveness of each signal in their
own habitat as well as habitats of each of the other species. My results suggest that while all
four signals are constrained by the habitat with higher levels of environmental noise, the
signal adapted to the nosier environment did not show an advantage in signal efficacy
compare to signals from less noisy habitats. The results also highlighted the importance of
considering signal function in understanding the evolutionary drives for signal structure. My
study is one of the first studies for movement-based signals that compares signal
performance in multiple habitats. My approach has provided novel information on the
environmental drives for signalling behaviour and has laid the foundation for future
investigations in motion ecology.
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INTRODUCTION
Animal signals evolve to be effective in the environment in which they are emitted (Endler
1992, 1993, Fleishman 1992), and the diversity we see in animal communication systems is
partially driven by the environment in which the animal lives (Lythgoe 1979, Bradbury and
Vehrencamp 1998). An effective signal requires reliable detection by an intended receiver
following transmission through ecologically complex environments (Endler 1992). It is
evident that environmental structures and habitat-specific characteristics can affect signal
transmission (Morton 1975, Lythgoe 1979, Endler 1990, 1992), such that different habitats
dictate the optimal signal (Wiley and Richards 1983). Dynamically changing abiotic and
biotic noise in the environment also interferes with effective communication between
individuals, and animals are required to produce signals that could compete with these
irrelevant sensory inputs (Bernard and Remington 1991, Fleishman 1992, Peters et al. 2002).
Many animals modify their signalling behaviour in response to changing conditions (Narins
1990, Fleishman and Persons 2001, Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005, Peters et al. 2007, Ord
and Stamps 2008), such that these moment-to-moment adjustments to signalling strategies
represent a form of behavioural plasticity to maintain signal efficacy (Komers 1997, Ord et
al. 2015). Clearly, habitat-specific transmission properties are important in determining the
optimal structure of a signal, and it is therefore imperative that we quantify signal efficacy in
the context of the relevant noise landscape to understand in more detail the evolution of
animal communication strategies.
One way to examine how the environment influences signals is by comparing
changes in signal efficacy in different habitats. Earlier research into quantifying acoustic
characteristics of different habitat types provided the foundation for understanding
diversity in the physical structure of avian songs (Morton 1975, Marten and Marler 1977).
Cross-habitat examination of signal efficacy between different habitats also helped to
explain intraspecific divergence of calling behaviours in anuran species (Ryan et al. 1990).
Similarly, by contrasting signals in different habitats, signal divergence was described for
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lizard populations utilising colour-based signals (Leal and Fleishman 2004), as well as closely
related insect species utilising seismic communication strategies (McNett and Cocroft 2008).
Structural differences in movement-based signals have also been observed in many lizard
species occupying both similar and distinctive habitats (Ferguson 1971, Martins et al. 1998,
Martins and Lamont 1998, Ord et al. 2015). Bloch and Irschick (2006) found temporal
differences in the display sequences of the green anole, Anolis carolinensis, suggesting
population divergence due to population density and habitat use. Structural differences
found in the core display of the Jacky dragon, Amphibolurus muricatus, between three
different populations might be a consequence of behavioural plasticity in response to
variation in habitat structure (Barquero et al. 2015). Clearly, movement-based signals also
show variation consistent with local adaptation explanations, but detailed cross-habitat
comparisons of signal structure and different habitats has rarely been demonstrated. Aside
from the technical difficulties associated with quantifying the environmental conditions and
animal displays (Chapter 2; Bian et al. 2018), there are important legislative and ethical
restrictions that prevent translocating animals between habitats that they do not naturally
inhabit.
Plant movements are the primary source of motion noise that affects movementbased signal communication (Fleishman 1986, 1988a, Eckert and Zeil 2001, Peters and Evans
2003a, Peters et al. 2007). However, the motion noise landscape is difficult to examine in a
controlled, systematic way, as it differs vastly from one microhabitat to another as a result
of the interaction between variable plant characteristics, habitat topography and
microhabitat structure (Peters 2013). To my knowledge, the recent work by Ramos and
Peters (2017a, b) represents the only attempts to consider the relative effectiveness of
movement-based signals of lizards in multiple habitats. In the first of these studies, evidence
is presented for local adaptation, showing that two sympatric lizard species who utilise
different movements in their displays, nonetheless produced similar motion speeds (Ramos
and Peters 2017a). In the second paper, the authors showed structural differences between
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allopatric populations of the same species (Ramos and Peters 2017b). In both studies,
habitat structure was considered to be the guiding force leading to convergence or
divergence in structure respectively. The approach taken in both studies, however, was to
film displays in local environments, and then the movement of plants at a separate time, in
a controlled manner, and to then contrast resultant motion speed data (Ramos and Peters
2017c). Although novel and informative, the techniques I have developed in this thesis
afford me the opportunity to consider signals embedded in noise.
Therefore, the aim of this chapter was to consider directly the relative effectiveness
of lizard movement-based displays in multiple habitats using 3D animation. In addition to
the Jacky dragon, A. muricatus, simulation I have used in previous chapters, I created three
additional model lizards and their respective habitats: the long-nosed dragon, Gowidon
longirostris, the Mallee dragon, Ctenophorus fordi, and the tawny dragon, C. decresii. In
addition to quite distinct signals, these four species also occupy different habitat types, from
densely vegetated coastal heath environments to sparsely vegetated rocky outcrops and
semi-arid Mallee woodland with spinifiex understories. The associated noise landscape in
these habitats also varies as a result of vegetation density and plant species present (Figure
S4.1). Signals adapted to a noisier environment tend to perform better when placed in a less
noisy environment (Ramos and Peters 2017b). Therefore, I predicted that the signal of A.
muricatus, which occupies a densely vegetated and noisy environment, would perform
better in the other three habitats. Similarly, I would also expect the habitat of A. muricatus
to have the greatest influence on signal performance. The habitats of G. longirostris and C.
decresii are very similar, so I predicted that these will influence signal performance of all
species in a similar manner; I also predicted that their displays would perform equivalently.
Ctenophorus. fordi, on the other hand, would produce relatively weak signals as this species
utilises the simplest motor pattern compared to the other three species.
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METHODS
Study species
Amphibolurus muricatus (snout-vent length, SVL, 121mm) is a well-known species that has
featured in many physiology, ecology and visual communication studies (Heatwole and Firth
1982, Kraklau 1991, Harlow and Taylor 2000, Ord and Evans 2003, Peters et al. 2007,
Warner and Shine 2010). The display of A. muricatus begins with tail-flicking, followed by
limb movements and a push-up, sometimes accompanied by throat extensions (Carpenter
et al. 1970, Peters and Ord 2003; Figure 4.1a). There are two parts to the tail-flick sequence:
an initial intermittent movement at the tip of the tail followed by a continuous and more
rigorous movement of the whole tail. The tail-flicks serve as an introductory component to
the rest of the display and are used to attract the attention of the intruder (Peters and
Evans 2003a, b). Amphibolurus muricatus inhabits woodlands and coastal heath of
southeast Australia and are often seen perched on fallen timber (Wilson and Swan 2013).
The 3D model used in this chapter was based on a population from the Croajingolong
National Park, Victoria, where the habitat is densely vegetated with a complex understory of
tall grasses and shrubs (Figure S4.1a).
In contrast to A. muricatus, the displays of Ctenophorus fordi, are much reduced in
complexity, and almost exclusively comprised of head bobbing (Figure 4.1c). Ctenophorus
fordi are found in south-east Western Australia to western Victoria and New South Wales
(Wilson and Swan, 2013). The species is smaller in size (SVL 58mm) and lack obvious sexual
dimorphism (Carpenter 1962, Cogger 1978); although Garcia et al. (2013) suggests they are
sexually dimorphic in appearance in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Displays are
performed by both sexes and triggered when another individual (even other species of
lizards) appears in their field of vision (Cogger 1978). The 3D model used herein was based
on morphology and display footage taken from a population that inhabit in dense clumps of
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spinifiex grass (Triodia sp.) and Mallee eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) in the Murray-Sunset
National Park, Victoria (Figure S4.1c).
Both Gowidon longirostris and C. decresii are highly territorial species that inhabit
semi-arid rocky outcrops with low vegetation density. Gowidon longirostris are relatively
large lizards (SVL 114mm) mainly due to their exceedingly long tail compared to the other
three species. The species is widely distributed in arid zones across western and central
Australia (Wilson and Swan 2013). The complex signalling sequence comprises limb waving
and head bobbing, with push ups followed by a forward body thrust/rise usually associated
with tail lashing motions (Ramos and Peters 2016). Throat and crest extensions are also
common modifiers of the display (Figure 4.1b). The model lizard used herein was based on
morphology and display footage taken from a population located within and around
Ormiston Gorge, within West-MacDonnell National Park, Western Australia. The habitat
around Ormiston Gorge features large rocky outcrops with sparsely distributed vegetation
including Eucalyptus trees, low shrubs (Acacias sp.) and a variety of native grasses and grass
trees (Xanthorrhoea sp. Figure S4.1b).
Ctenophorus decresii are averaged sized lizards (SVL 82mm) found across eastern
South Australia, including Kangaroo Island (Gibbons 1977). The species exhibits remarkably
diverse colouration within and between populations (McLean et al. 2013) and is known to
show individual variation in their agonistic displays (Osborne 2005). Other than throat/crest
extension, limb waving and head bobbing, C. decresii also displays a distinctive hind-leg push
up with the tail coiled in a horizontal direction (Gibbons 1977, 1979; Figure 4.1d). The hindleg push up is utilised by males to reflect endurance and aggressiveness during territorial
interactions (Osborne 2005). The model lizard used herein was based on morphology and
display footages of C. decresii lizards inhabiting the rocky outcrops of the Flinders Ranges
National Park, South Australia. The habitat is prone to fire, so I have incorporated charred
fallen branches and sparse vegetation coverage, featuring mainly saltbush (Atriplex
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nummularia) and spinifex grass (Triodia sp.), as well as sparsely distributed Eucalyptus sp.
and black oaks (Casurina sp.; Figure S4.1d).

Figure 4.1 | Images depicting the display sequences of the four lizard species used in the present
study (left) accompanied by the respective temporal structure profile graph (right; see text for
details). In each image set, black arrows indicate the direction of movement. Motions such as headbobs, limb waves and tail-flicks are usually repeated for several cycles. (a) The display sequence of A.
muricatus starts with tail-flicks (A, B), followed by limb waves (C) and finishes with a whole body
movement centred on a push-up (D). The temporal structure graph indicates a relatively
intermittent movement throughout the sequence. (b) The display sequence of G. longirostris
comprises a series of head bobbing (A) and limb waving (B), the final push up is followed by a
forward body thrust/rise (C). The temporal structure graph indicates relatively constant movement
but with several rapid changes in movements throughout the whole sequence. (c) The display of C,
fordi is comparatively simple, and consists of rapid movement of the head up and down (headbobbing, A). The temporal structure graph indicates a relatively continuous movement throughout
the sequence. (d) The display sequence of C. decresii comprises with several limb waves (A) and a
distinct raising of the tail with a coil at the distal end of the tail (B), it finishes with a forward body
thrust with tail coiled (C). The temporal structure graph indicates relatively constant movement,
featuring a gradual increase in the amount of body movement. Scale bars are provided for each
species.
Figure on following page…
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Creating and animating the habitats
The microhabitats were modelled in Maya©2015 based on data collected from habitat
surveys. As emphasised in Chouinard-Thuly et al. (2016), the simulations created herein are
based on data from real environments. I re-used the habitat of A. muricatus from Chapters 2
and 3, while the three new habitats were created as close replicates of the actual habitats.
Briefly, the habitat models were constructed in accordance with a library of reference
images photographed at each site. These included 360o panoramic photographs to capture
the general layout of the habitat, while microhabitat detail was captured by photographing
plants and substrates within close range of a known signalling site. The position of plants
surrounding the signalling point were noted and spatial layout information was
incorporated into each scene.
As Maya does not provide ready-made plant models, major plant species from our
study sites, such as spinifex grass and eucalyptus trees, were individually modelled and
integrated with precise wind controllers for setting the speed, intensity and frequency of
plant movements. The wind controllers are set as a sliding bar to vary in the range [0, 1],
resulting in increasing movement intensity. Deformation of plant models in response to
simulated wind utilised built-in scripts within Maya, which are based on physically accurate
equations (Akagi and Kitajima 2006). By manipulating the numbers on the wind controller, I
set the movements of modelled plants to visually match video recordings of actual plant
movements in response to moderate wind conditions at each site. Video recordings of
plants at each site were taken during periods with natural wind speed close to 0 m/s and
plant movements were generated using a leaf blower positioned 2 and 3 m from the plant,
with wind speeds measured at the plant of 2.5 and 4 m/s respectively. The camera was
positioned 2 m from the base of the target plant and angled perpendicular to the direction
of the wind emanating from the leaf blower.
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3D lizard models and display sequences
Detailed steps on how 3D models of lizards were created are described elsewhere in this
thesis (Chapter 2). Lizard display sequences were created using video recordings of each
species performing movement-based displays in nature. As described above, the displays of
these four species are quite distinct. The temporal structure of the display is presented in
Figure 4.1, computed as the extent of body movement over time from motion analysis (see
below). The head-bob display of C. fordi generates the least movement (Figure 4.1b),
although relatively continuous throughout the sequence. In contrast, the display of A.
muricatus is characterised by intermittent movement (Figure 4.1a), beginning with small
movements at the tip of the tail, then utilising the whole tail before the push-up component
of the display. The temporal structure of both G. longirostris and C. decresii involve
relatively constant movement once the display begins (Figure 4.1c, d respectively). The
display of C. decresii involves a gradual increase in the amount of body movement before it
ends, while G. longirostris incorporates several rapid changes in body movement (rapid
increase and decrease). All lizard and habitat models were built in proportion to scale.
Scene composition and analysis
The models of all lizard species were placed into the habitat of all species (Figure 4.2). For a
given habitat, the location and orientation of the lizard in the scene, the environmental
conditions (moderate wind level and uniform lighting) and position of the camera were
matched for all lizard habitats. The dappled shadow effect I used for the A. muricatus
habitat in Chapter 3 was removed for the simulations herein. Rather, I used the same single
directional default light which illuminates the entire scene with a uniform lighting effect
unaffected by camera angle for all habitats. Lizard models were positioned in a given habitat
according to where the local species would typically be found and orientated side-on to the
camera. The signalling sequence of all model lizards were set to start at the exact same
frame and the total duration of all displays were essentially the same, which is around 6.4 s
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(160 frames) with approximately 0.4 s (5 to 10 frames) differences. All sequences were 8 s
duration and exported as images at 25 fps and 720x576 resolution. The final set of 32
sequences comprised 16 animations featuring lizard displays and plant motion (4 lizards x 4
habitats), along with a baseline sequence for each featuring only lizard movements.

Figure 4.2 | Representative frames showing all species in all habitats. Species are shown in rows: (a)
A. muricatus, (b) G. longirostrisi, (c) C. fordi and (d) C. decresii. Habitats are shown in columns (from
left to right): A. muricatus, G. longirostrisi, C. fordi and C. decresii.
Figure on following page…
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The analytical approach to determining salience of lizard displays was the same as
that described in Chapter 3. Briefly, animation sequences featuring plant movements were
analysed frame by frame using saliency analysis to generate a relative salience score in the
range [0, 1] for all areas of the frame. The scores of each sequence were then multiplied by
its relevant binary mask, which featured only the lizard movement, to produce a relative
salience score for the lizard movements in the environmental context imposed. This was
repeated for all frames in the sequence to generate the relative salience over time.
Following the protocol of Chapter 3, I computed the proportion of the sequence that
exceeded a given threshold as a function of changing receiver thresholds (1000 values
between 0 and 1 varied at increments of 0.01). A single vector of values is obtained for each
species in each habitat. To facilitate visual comparison of the results, I group the results first
by habitat to consider how different species perform in the same habitat, and then by
species to directly compare how the same species performs across all habitats. I conclude by
reducing the vector of proportions for each species in each habitat to three values: the area
under the proportion x threshold curve in the range 0-0.25, 0.251-0.750 and 0.751-1
respectively (Figure 4.5a). These values were obtained using the trapz function in Matlab
(Mathworks Inc), and subsequently divided by the area obtained if all values were equal to 1
in the given range.

RESULTS
The effectiveness of displays by four Australian agamid lizard species were assessed in their
own habitats and the habitats of each of the other species. In each case, I calculated the
proportion of the sequence that exceeded a specified threshold for response as a function
of varying threshold values. Figure 4.3 groups the results by habitat. Performance for all
species was worse in the habitat of A. muricatus (Figure 4.3a), while the head-bob display of
C. fordi was the least effective in all habitats. The display by G. longirostris performed well in
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comparison to the other species in the habitat of C. fordi (Figure 4.3b), but otherwise A.
muricatus, C. decresii and G. longirostris were similarly effective across habitats.
I plot the same data in Figure 4.4, although this time I have grouped by lizard species
to facilitate comparisons within species. Amphibolurus muricatus performed worst in its
own habitat, better in the habitats of C. fordi and G. longirostris, and best in C. decresii
habitat. Performance of C. decresii displays were quite similar to A. muricatus. To some
extent this was also true of G. longirostris displays, although performance was noticeably
worse in its own habitat compared with the habitats of C. fordi and C. decresii. The display of
C. fordi performed best in C. decresii habitat but was relatively ineffective in the other three
habitats.
Figure 4.5 presents a convenient summary of the main findings of the study.
Variability across species and habitats is minimal when the receiver is less discriminating in
what it will attend to (thresholds less than 0.25; Figure 4.5b). As receivers become more
discriminating (Figure 4.5c, d), it becomes clearer that the habitat of A. muricatus is
reducing the effectiveness of signals to a greater extent than the other three habitats (top
row in Figure 4.5c, d). The habitat most conducive to signalling by these species appears to
be the one inhabited by C. decresii (bottom row in Figure 4.5c, d), and notably better than
G. longirostris habitat. In terms of signal performance, the display generated by C. fordi was
the least effective in all habitats (third column across in Figure 4.5c, d), while G. longirsotris
displays might just edge out the others to the be the more effective across a range of
habitats (second column across in Figure 4.5c, d).
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Figure 4.3 | Performance of displays in all habitats grouped by habitat. Plots represent the
proportion of the sequence exceeding a specified threshold for response as a function of varying
response thresholds for all displays in the habitats of (a) A. muricatus, (b) G. longirostris, (c) C. fordi
and (d) C. decresii. The different coloured lines represent the displays of A. muricatus (red), G.
longirostris (green), C. fordi (black) and C. decresii (blue).
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Figure 4.4 | Performance of displays in all habitats grouped by display. Plots represent the
proportion of the sequence exceeding a specified threshold for response as a function of varying
response thresholds in all habitats separately for the displays of (a) A. muricatus, (b) G. longirostris,
(c) C. fordi and (d) C. decresii. The different coloured lines represent the habitats of A. muricatus
(red), G. longirostris (green), C. fordi (black) and C. decresii (blue).
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Figure 4.5 | (a) Proportion of the sequence exceeding a specified threshold for response as a
function of varying threshold values for C. decresii in the habitat of A. muticatus. In order to reduce
the data to three values, the area under the curve was computed for three threshold ranges to
provide an index of effectiveness: 0-0.25, 0.25-0.75 and 0.75-1.0, representing low, moderate and
high levels of discrimination respectively. Heat maps showing the index of effectiveness for each
species (columns) in each habitat (rows) are shown for (b) low, (c) moderate and (d) high levels of
discrimination. In each plot darker colours represent lower effectiveness. Threshold from 0.25 to
0.75. (b-d) shows the effectiveness of all lizard displays in all habitats as a response to different
receiver response thresholds: (b) 0.25 (c) 0.5 (d) 0.75.
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DISCUSSION
Technical difficulties in quantifying environmental conditions and movement-based displays
in a systematic way has made examination of movement-based signals a challenging task.
Legislative restrictions have made in situ cross-habitat comparisons impossible. Recent
studies have attempted to contrast multiple signals in multiple habitats by quantifying signal
and noise separately and then contrasting resultant motion speed data (Ramos and Peters
2017a, b). The technique I have developed in this thesis offers a new opportunity to
consider movement-based signals embedded in noise across different habitats. Using four
Australian agamid lizard species, I compared and contrasted how species-specific
movement-based signals would perform in structurally distinct environments. Signal efficacy
varied as a function of receiver response thresholds, where at medium to high thresholds,
the changes within and between species became clear (Figure 4.5c, d). In line with my
prediction, all signallers performed the worst in A. muricatus habitat (Figure 4.4), the
performance of G. longirostris and C. decresii were very similar and the display of C. fordi
was the worst across all habitats (Figure 4.3). However, contrary to my prediction, the
performance of A. muricatus was not more effective than G. longirostris and C. decresii
(Figure4.3), so the notion that signals adapted to a noisier environment will perform better
than the ones adapted to less noisy environments was not supported.
The poor performance of the display by C. fordi relative to other species was
anticipated and might be attributable to differences in signal function. Unlike the other
three species in the study, C. fordi are not territorial and their displays are not considered
aggressive responses to intruders. It has been suggested that the likely function of the
simple head bob display is for species recognition (Cogger 1978). Displays are performed at
close range when lizards encounter other lizards, so the necessity to distinguish itself from
surrounding plant motion is removed. The other three species in this study are all territorial
species (Gibbons 1979, Blamires 1998, Peters and Allen 2009), responding to intruders at
greater distances and when the intruder is possibly unaware of the presence of the territory
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owner. In these circumstances, reliable detection and processing of territorial displays are
essential for establishing social dominance (Carpenter 1967, 1978).
Plants move as a consequence of wind in the environment, so the potential masking
effect for movement-based signals is dependent on prevailing wind and the distribution of
plants in the environment. Complex image motion backgrounds are expected in dense
vegetation, which would likely require animals to generate certain types of movements for
effective communication (Fleishman 1992). The habitat of A. muricatus is densely vegetated
with tall grasses and small shrubs (Figure S4.1a). The plants are often positioned close to the
signalling animal, with short signaller-plant distances predicted to reduce detectability of
signals (Peters et al. 2008). In comparison, the habitats of G. longirostris and C. decresii
feature sparsely vegetated environments, with plants typically separated from the signalling
animals. However, the C. decresii habitat I modelled in this chapter was based on a recently
burnt area which would feature a reduced level of motion noise in the environment, this
information could change for C. decresii as the vegetation recovers from the fire over the
next few years. The signaller-plant distances in the habitat of C. fordi were also very close,
but in this case the dominant plant species, spinifex grass (Triodia sp.), does not generate
movement in response to wind at the base of the plant where the lizards were positioned.
As such, the potential masking effect of plant environments is attributable to the interaction
between wind conditions, the spatial position of plants in the environment and the
structure of the plant itself that will dictate how it responds to wind.
Similar signal structure is likely to emerge in habitats with common structural
properties regardless of geographic location (Hunter and Krebs 1979, Harmon et al. 2005).
Both G. longirostris and C. decresii inhabit sparsely vegetated rocky outcrops, and the
similarities in the structure of their signals and relative signal performance in noise could be
attributed to structural similarities in the environments they inhabit. Interestingly, the
performance of their displays was just as effective as the signal of A. muricatus, which
inhabits more densely vegetated environments. This suggests that different types of
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movements might be equally effective across multiple habitats. However, the signals were
only assessed in the present study under one (moderate) wind condition. It remains to be
seen whether the signals would remain equivalent as the conditions worsen, or if the signal
of A. muricatus would begin to show the benefits of adaptation to a noisy environment.
Nevertheless, if we assume that performance is matched across a range of conditions, the
question remains as to whether the use of different motor patterns in their displays is
partially driven by habitat characteristics. Both G. longirostris and C. decresii signals involve
almost continuous movement featuring whole body push-ups/forward thrusts. In contrast,
the push-up component of the display of A. muricatus is brief and follows an occasionally
lengthy period of tail flicking (Peters et al. 2007). Tail-flicks represent the introductory
component to the rest of the display, reportedly to capture the attention of a receiver
(Peters and Evans 2003b, Peters et al. 2007). It is also this component of the signal that
exhibits plasticity in response to changing environmental conditions (Peters et al. 2007),
whereby the duration of tail flicking is lengthened in noisy conditions and the movement
becomes more intermittent. Tail-flicks are observed in C. decresii, although it is not a core
component of the display (Ramos and Peters 2017c), and there are no reports for tail
flicking by G. longirostris (Ramos and Peters 2016). Further research is needed to determine
whether either of these species possess a component of their display that exhibits the kind
of plasticity needed for variable environments. Alternatively, perhaps the environments that
they inhabit have not selected for such plasticity as the rocky gorges provide a clear
background against which the signal can be reliably detected regardless of plant movement
speeds (see Chapter 3).
Concluding remarks
Habitat characteristics and the associated noise landscape has a significant evolutionary
effect on signal design and likely promotes changes in signalling strategies under certain
conditions (Fleishman 1988b, Ord et al. 2007, Peters et al. 2007). How signals function in
social interactions is another important consideration for driving variation in signal structure
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(Carpenter 1967, Cogger 1978, Hasson 1991, Hebets and Uetz 1999). Cross-habitat
examination of signal performance has been beneficial for other communication systems
(Ryan et al. 1990, Martins et al. 1998, Leal and Fleishman 2004, McNett and Cocroft 2008),
but the present chapter is one of the first comparable studies for movement-based signals.
My novel approach allowed for examination of different movement-based signals
embedded in noise across different habitats. I acknowledge that the results herein are
generated from a single representative display per species, in a single representative habitat
per species. Furthermore, the plant movements generated in this study were limited to one
single wind condition, and results from Chapter 3 encourage investigation across a wider
range of conditions. Nevertheless, my method and analytical approach has provided novel
information about how the motion noise environment might drive signalling behaviour and
has laid the foundation for future investigations of a similar nature.
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Figure S4.1 |Study sites of the focal species (left) and 3D models of typical plant species featured in
each habitat (right). (a) Habitat of Amphibolurus muricatus at the Croajinglong National Park is
densely vegetated with grasses and typically featuring Grevillea sp. (b) Habitat of Gowidon
longirostris at West-MacDonnell National Park, usually features low shrubs (Acacias sp.) and

Eucalyptus. (c) Habitat of Ctenophorus fordi at Murray -Sunset National Park that typically
featuring dense clumps of spinifiex grass (Triodia sp.) and Mallee eucalyptus (Eucalyptus
sp.). (d) Habitat of Ctenophorus decresii at the Flinders Ranges National Park, this habitat
features saltbush (Atriplex nummularia) and spinifex grass (Triodia sp.)
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Figure S4.2 | (a) High resolution renders of one representative frame showing A. muricatus in all
four habitats. Habitats are shown in columns (left - right): A. muricatus, G. longirostrisi, C. fordi and
C. decresii.
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Figure S4.2 | (b) High resolution renders of one representative frame showing G. longirostrisi in all
four habitats. Habitats are shown in columns (left - right): A. muricatus, G. longirostrisi, C. fordi and
C. decresii.
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Figure S4.2 | (c) High resolution renders of one representative frame showing C. fordi in all four
habitats. Habitats are shown in columns (left - right): A. muricatus, G. longirostrisi, C. fordi and C.
decresii.
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Figure S4.2 | (d) High resolution renders of one representative frame showing C. decresii in all four
habitats. Habitats are shown in columns (left - right): A. muricatus, G. longirostrisi, C. fordi and C.
decresii.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding the diversity of animal signals requires input from multiple disciplines
(Bradbury and Vehrencamp 2011), with technical advancements and theoretical knowledge
from outside traditional biology drastically improving our ability to untangle the causal
mechanisms for behaviour. For example, quantitative recordings of animal signals using
sound spectrographs, spectrometers and video cameras have provided researchers the
opportunities to study signal components and the process of signal production in detail
(Podos 1997, Stuart–Fox and Ord 2004, Ramos and Peters 2016). As demonstrated in
acoustic and colour communication systems, incorporating knowledge of the environmental
conditions in which signalling takes place has proven crucial for the understanding of animal
signal design and the evolution of animal communication systems (Morton 1975, Ryan et al.
1990, Leal and Fleishman 2004). Comparable analyses of movement-based signals and the
associated background noise has been gathering some momentum recently, but insights
into the conditions in which these signals evolve and the motion vision systems that detect
the signals remains limited. I have argued in this thesis that we need to look outside the box
if we are to advance knowledge in this domain and outline herein a new frontier for
behavioural biology as an innovative way to progress. Through my virtual lab I have been
able to play the part of mother nature by taking control of environmental conditions and
behaviour to explore quantitatively how ecology effects movement-based signalling
behaviour. My novel approach has also enabled me to circumvent barriers and do the
impracticable by placing species in habitats they would not normally be found.

A new frontier for behavioural biology
The challenge for understanding movement-based signals centres around the technical
difficulties in quantifying the environmental conditions and the animal’s movements at the
time of signalling from the animal’s perspective under natural conditions (Peters 2010).
Filming in the field has proven insufficient as it is impossible to sample a wide enough range
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of environmental conditions, and field-based work to date has not been able to implement
systematic manipulations of both signal and noise in a controlled manner. To address these
limitations, I have developed in this thesis an innovative method that incorporates
sophisticated three-dimensional (3D) animation with knowledge from biology. Using four
different agamid lizard species as models, I demonstrated how the use of 3D animation
allowed direct considerations of efficacy of movement-based signals in the context of
relevant noise landscapes, while having the ability to conduct systematic measurements on
one or more variables that could be critical in determining adequate signal designs in one or
multiple species and habitats.
Chapter 2 focussed on explaining in detail the rationale and theoretical bases behind
using 3D animations as test beds for biologically relevant questions. I have provided a road
map for reconstructing 3D models of animals and habitats using the Jacky dragon
Amphibolurus muricatus and its habitat as representative models. I also explained the
dynamic properties of wind-blown plants and the light environment within the virtual
habitat and discussed how simulations are filmed and exported for analysis. I specified that
all physical movements within the animation software are based on physically accurate
equations and relied on the in-built scripts for generating plant movements herein. To
demonstrate the level of control within the virtual habitat, I simulated four different
scenarios: the effect of varying wind conditions, the relevance of the immediate
background, varying signaller-plant distances, and different light environments. In all
scenarios I have controlled for the signalling sequences to be exactly the same, and further
illustrated the ability to control for elements that would otherwise be impossible to achieve
in the field.
As suggested in the chapter, there are several applications for building 3D
animations. I used Maya 2015 (Autodesk Inc.) for its ability to generate complex scenes with
dynamic movements. There is an initial time investment in setting up the scene and building
the models. However, after this initial investment, there are countless opportunities for
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investigations with minimal additions. Apart from the manipulations of environmental
variables I demonstrated in Chapter 3, other physical attributes in the virtual habitat could
also be manipulated. For instance, the placement of the focal animal could be easily altered,
this opens up opportunities for explorations on optimum signalling locations within a
habitat. In all the simulations, signal efficacy was quantified in a stationary position, but
what would happen if the lizards moved around? How would it appear to different
observers? Changes in position of the observer is also another factor that could be easily
achieved, this would allow the comparison of signal efficacy in different locations across a
range of viewpoints, for instance, conspecific view point versus predator view point.
Another aspect relating to time investment in building up the scene is the rendering
time required to export the computer models into image sequences (or videos). This can be
a time-consuming process on a single computer. The PC used for the work herein featured
an Intel® Xeon series CPU with 3GB video memory and 16GB RAM. A full HD render (1920 x
1080 pixels) of all 200 sequences that I have created for this thesis on such a machine would
take more than 2 years of non-stop rendering to finish. Cloud and distributed rendering
services are available but were not supported by the La Trobe University Information
Computing and Technology department, and independent arrangements were cost
prohibitive. However, such high definition renders were not necessary for the analytical
processes I have adopted in this thesis and as such images of lower resolution (720 x 576
pixels) were exported. Nevertheless, future work might consider harnessing the extra
available detail that HD and 4K (3840 x 2160 pixels) resolutions provide.
To simulate plants in the habitats, I have used in-built plant models in the software
(i.e. grasses in both Jacky dragon and Long-nosed dragon, Gowidon longirostris habitats,) as
well as custom made plant models with self-integrated movements, such as the spinifex
grasses, eucalyptus trees and grevilleas. The custom-made plants were not replications of
any specific plant, but rather a general simulation of the plant type. However, it is certainly
possible to recreate a specific plant and map onto the model the dynamic movements of
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how a specific plant responds to wind. This could be achieved by a marker-less motion
capture technique described by Diener et al. (2006). Briefly, position and velocity
information could be obtained by 2D tracking video sequences of plant movement.
Branches that have similar movements will be grouped together through a clustering
approach, to form a hierarchical structure of the movements. This 2D hierarchical structure
is then extended into 3D by creating an axis perpendicular to the image view plane to build
a topological representation of the plant structure. The new 3D hierarchical structure could
then be integrated into the 3D model to act as a motion controller for animation.
Possible extension of the current simulation is not restricted to the environmental
condition changes such as wind and light. With modification, we can also achieve other
natural habitat modification events like fire and storm (wind and rain) damage. Large scale
events of this magnitude might have important consequences for inhabitants because it
would drastically change the noise landscape. For example, storms passing through a
densely vegetated habitat could remove and redistribute plants in the habitat, which can be
expected to change the spatial distribution of noise. Fire could remove a dominant part of
the noise environment by removing leaves and higher order branches, where once again
motion noise will be reduced dramatically in this case (Figure 5.1). Within a virtual lab we
would be able to control the magnitude of these events and enable quantitative
comparisons across impact levels as well as before and after effects on movement-based
signals, and to predict changes in signal strategies.
Other than plant motion noise, signals from other individuals could also reduce
signal efficacy. Accurate simulations involving intraspecific competition of varying signal
quality for movement-based signals are now achievable. For instance, we could place
multiple individuals or species of lizards in one habitat and quantify the relative
effectiveness of each in competition with each other (Figure 5.2). Of course, the possibility is
not limited to one animal system. Studies of other species utilising movement-based signals,
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especially community signalling species, can also benefit from my approach. For instance,
the synchronous courtship displays in fiddler crabs (Uca sp.) provides a great opportunity for
simulating communal signalling. Models of different individuals with different signal
properties could be integrated into the current spatial models that Araujo et al. (2013)
developed on depicting the underlying mechanisms for this behaviour. Quantifying signal
efficacy of male displays from multiple receiver positions could also generate valuable
insights into spatial distributions of males during the display. By adding or removing
particular signal types, researchers could explore the benefit/cost of elaborate, complex
claw waves in some species compared to others utilising simpler movements.
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Figure 5.1 | 3D animation could be used to illustrate how a low-intensity fire alters the noise
landscape in a habitat. The top image shows the pre-fire habitat vegetated with low ground shrubs
and spinifex grasses. Bottom image shows that the fire removed grasses and foliage on low lying
shrubs, leaving dry/burnt branches in the foreground and a few tall eucalyptus standing. Also shown
are fallen branches that have moved into the scene.
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Figure 5.2 | The noise landscape can also include the signals of other individuals competing for the
attention of a targeted receiver. This is illustrated here for the tawny dragon, showing three
individuals, two of which are signalling. Although such close proximity signalling between individuals
is not often observed in Australian agamid species, this method could certainly be extended to
species that do signal in close range to one and other, including various Anolis lizard species, and the
impressive community signalling of fiddler crabs (e.g., Uca sp.).
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Taking control of environmental conditions and behaviour
One of the drawbacks to previous approaches used to measure movement-based signals
and noise was the very limited circumstances in which signals and noise were compared.
The sophisticated simulation environment that I have developed enables me to consider an
almost unlimited set of environmental circumstances. To examine how variation in
environmental conditions constrains the efficacy of movement-based signals, I built upon
the simulations of A. muricatus from Chapter 2 and quantified the changes in signal efficacy
under a combination of systematically increased wind and light intensities (Chapter 3). My
results showed an overall decrease in signal efficacy with increasing wind conditions, but an
interesting facilitating effect of slight increases in wind levels and jagged luminance profiles
at low receiver response thresholds (Figure 3.6). Clearly, the conditions at the time of
signalling did determine how well the signal stood out from the surrounding environment.
Importantly, the surface plots quantifying effectiveness presented in the chapter (Figure
3.6) represent a single individual display. An important follow-up would be to incorporate
within-species variation in signal structure. I have shown that the plant environment
matters, as do the prevailing weather conditions, but to what extent does natural variation
in display structure mediate environmental effects?
Many animals exhibit signal plasticity under unfavourable signalling conditions to
enhance signal efficacy (Narins 1990, Fleishman and Persons 2001, Ord et al. 2007, Peters et
al. 2007). That is why I explored the mediating effect of changes in signalling behaviour on
signal efficacy. Using A. muricatus as a model, I manipulated both the signalling speed and
signaller orientation relative to the background. The results showed that the benefit of
increased signalling speed depends on signal duration, and although tail-flicks generated
lower saliency scores than the rest of the display, they showed less variability in response to
background conditions (Figure 3.9), and my test on signaller orientation revealed that the
tail-flicks are more susceptible to changes in signalling orientation than the rest of the
display. These finding are relevant for the agonistic displays in A. muricatus we observed in
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the field, where the animal uses tail-flicks as an introductory component to attract attention
to the rest of the display and starts signalling from wherever it was previously positioned
while basking. The tail-flicks remain relatively effective to changing background conditions
and are perhaps less costly during sustained signalling, so it is valuable in terms of attracting
a receiver’s attention. The rest of the display, on the other hand, is susceptible to different
noise levels but robust to variation in orientation. This is important as this part of the display
likely contains information on the quality and resource holding potential of the animal; it is
therefore important to only display this information after attention is drawn to the animal.
Signalling faster has been shown to be beneficial in many lizards, however, this is not the
case in A. muricatus (Peters et al. 2007). Amphibolurus muricatus tend to modify the
introductory tail-flick by adopting an intermittent-signalling strategy over longer durations
in times of increased environmental noise. The benefit of increased signalling speed that I
found in my results could be equivocal for the lizard, as the benefit is largely dependent on
signal duration and such movement might entail extra energetic demands and increased
chance of being more detectable to potential predators. Moreover, it is not clear whether
such speeds are achievable in these lizards.
I have utilised saliency analysis to be my agent of selection in order to compare
signal efficacy in simulated environments. However, do saliency scores really reflect signal
effectiveness? My analytical approach utilised well-established tools for measuring salience
of scenes (Itti et al. 1998), but simplifies processes involved in attentional capture in natural
scenes (Tatler et al. 2011). As I mentioned earlier in chapter 3, the sensory system of
receivers works to filter out irrelevant information and only respond to specific events
(Eckert and Zeil 2001). The responses also vary depending on factors such as receiver
sensory capability, past-experience, variations in individual cognition abilities and noise
present in the environment at the time of signalling. This entails a drawback from my
current methodological approach as the resulted relative saliency of the animation
sequences does not fully capture the process of receiver attentional responses. Thus, I also
mentioned in the chapter the possibility of incorporating top-down guidance as to where
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conspecifics are most likely to be located (Kanan et al. 2009) and modelling non-uniform
sampling by visual systems of natural scenes (Wischnewski et al. 2010) but this information
is lacking for lizards. To date, moving target identification is mostly modelled based on
invertebrates with a focus on prey detection by moving predators (Nordström et al. 2006,
Barnett et al. 2007, Nelson et al. 2010). The use of animation could be utilised in studies of
such nature to supply complex and realistic motion cues from real habitats with depth
information while also allowing for systematic manipulations on environmental conditions.
The use of animal-borne cameras within the simulated habitats could help to understand
such interactions in lizards, and the insights we generate here might be a useful vertebrate
model for detection of other biologically important movements.
An important outcome from this chapter is the potential importance of receiver
behaviour. As suggested by signal detection theory (Wiley 2006), a receiver’s selective
attention to a specific event is a result of a complex interaction between context, potential
payoffs of responding or not responding, past learning ability, and other distractions that
might occur at the time of signalling. The same signal could be effective and ineffective at
the same time depending on the observer’s sensory capacity at the time of signalling. As I
previously indicated, A. muricatus modify signal structure in response to changing
environmental conditions (Peters et al. 2007); signal modification of a very similar nature
also occurs when weather conditions are unchanged, but the presence of a predator is
distracting receivers (R Peters pers comm). Therefore, it is also important to look at how the
interaction between complex environments and other functionally important tasks affect
signal efficacy.
It would be informative to investigate the use of virtual environments with real
lizards. Do manipulations of virtual environments influence detection by receivers or
promote changes in signaller behaviour? The use of animated virtual habitats with live
animals has enabled researchers to study the incredible navigation mechanism in desert
ants (Basten and Mallot 2010) and the highly acute learning, memory and navigation
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abilities in jumping spiders (Peckmezian and Taylor 2015). To my knowledge, comparable
studies with lizards have not been undertaken and should be trialled. Peters and Evans
(2007) used 3D animation to explore receiver responses to lizard animations presented on
screen but used footage of real plants and did not manipulate environmental conditions.
There is certainly the opportunity now to explore signal detectability in more detail, and the
use of lizards as selective agents rather than a computational model is an important avenue
for future work. However, whether real lizards would modify their signalling behaviour in a
virtual environment is less clear. One uncertainty, as mentioned in chapter 1, is that the
successful use of animation is highly dependent on the visual capability of focal animals, and
it is possible that they might not modify behaviour in response to virtual simulations
displayed on a flat screen tailored to human vision. An alternative to using virtual
simulations with real animals is to recreate actual habitats using real plants in a captive
environment. Peters, Hemmi & Zeil (2007) used this very approach to demonstrate noise
induced variation in signal structure. In this study, however, the manipulation involved
nil/low noise and high noise. The results from my dissertation encourage further work of
this nature, incorporating multiple habitats and more subtle manipulations of
environmental conditions.

Circumventing barriers to do the impracticable
In Chapter 4, I outlined the value of exploring the effectiveness of signals across a variety of
habitats as a way to understand the selective pressures of signalling in their own habitats.
Such investigations would involve translocating species across habitats and into places they
are not found, which would not be approved under current Australian legislation. Although
understandable, it is unfortunate because it is this kind of cross-habitat comparison that has
been so useful in other modalities. Complex image motion backgrounds are expected in
densely vegetated habitats, which would likely require animals to generate certain types of
movements for effective communication. We might expect, therefore, that signals adapted
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to a potentially noisier environment (i.e. A. muricatus signal) perform better than the ones
from less noisy environments. My method enables me to circumvent the legislative barrier
and to simulate the occurrence of multiple species in multiple habitats. The results for four
different signals across four structurally distinct habitats suggested that signals from species
occupying less vegetated habitats (the long-noised dragon, and the tawny dragon,
Ctenophorus decresii) show similar levels of effectiveness across different habitats which
could be attributed to the similar habitat types they occupy (Figure 4.3). However, the
signals were only examined under one moderate wind level, and an immediate extension of
this is to create multiple animations in variable environmental conditions in all of the
habitats. This would allow me to examine whether signals of G. longirostris and C. decresii
can sustain the same level of effectiveness as A. muricatus under higher levels of
environmental noise. I could then introduce variation in habitat characteristics. Barquero et
al. (2015) and Ramos and Peters (2017) both describe signal variation between allopatric
populations of A. muricatus, and attribute differences to habitat structure. I could recreate
the habitats and signalling dynamics of the different populations to provide further support
for the hypothesis that signal divergence across populations in this species is driven by
habitat differences.
It is not clear whether G. longirostris and C. decresii utilise signals or signal
components that exhibit plasticity in different noise environments. Signal plasticity as a
strategy to cope with variable noise levels, such as the introductory component of A.
muricatus, are likely selected for in animals occupying environments with higher masking
potential (Ord and Stamps 2008), but the selective pressure is not as high for species in less
noisy environments. The simulation approach I have developed could be used to consider
which component(s) of the displays of G. longirostris and C. decresii could be modified to
improve effectiveness if the noise landscape for such species were to change. The signals
could be modified in different ways within biomechanical limits, involving increasing the
average signal speed for G. longirostris and C. decresii, or manipulating just one aspect of
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their display. Furthermore, consideration of how signals need to change could be
undertaken within an evolutionary simulation paradigm (Floreano et al. 2004), whereby
signal characteristics evolve over successive iterations. Signal characteristics are
represented numerically (e.g. binary strings) and through the use of a genetic algorithms the
best performing signals undergo selective reproduction, random crossovers and mutations.
The worst performing signals are removed from the signal set. Simulations of this kind often
lead to different outcomes despite similar starting and running conditions, but the different
trajectories of evolutionary change would be fascinating to compare and contrast.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The primary objective of this project was to develop an innovative method that could help
to address recalcitrant topics in animal behaviour and sensory ecology that concerns the
relevance of environmental motion. Learning from scratch the technical skills required for
creating and animating 3D models in this project was a challenging process. However,
previous research efforts into sampling the lizard displays as well as associated plant
movements has greatly advanced my ability to create these simulated environments. My
method is an extension in the use of 3D technology and represents a powerful tool for
motion ecology due to its ability to faithfully simulate lighting, shadows, geometry, motion
and time-based transitions. I demonstrated the level of detail that could be quantified using
3D animations owing to the control afforded would otherwise be impossible to achieve in
nature. I also performed cross-habitat examinations and presented one of the first
comparable studies for movement-based signals. I believe the foundations I laid here could
be extended and applied to other topics. I anticipate theoretical advancements in sensory
ecology and behaviour but also foresee derived benefits for education and community
engagement in ecology. The study of animal communication can clearly benefit from
colleagues in the creative arts and is another example of the diverse tools required to
understand the fascinating world of animal signalling.
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